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Abstract

The influence of gallium on the electronically active defects in copper indium
diselenide based solar cells is examined. The aim is to clarify whether any
detrimental deep levels are responsible for the only sublinear increase in open
circuit voltage with increasing band gap for devices with molar gallium to
gallium plus indium ratio (GGI) larger than 0.3.
A series of samples with different GGI is investigated using deep level tran-
sient and admittance spectroscopy (DLTS and AS). For the solar cells with
mixed absorber compositions, i.e., those containing both, gallium and in-
dium, in principle the same defect spectra were found. No fundamental in-
fluence of the bulk defects could be identified that causes the ”break down“
in device efficiencies of solar cells with larger GGI. Furthermore, for the
defect signal known as N1 or β in literature, some remarkable properties
are revealed in DLTS measurements. Depending on the respective measure-
ments conditions like the level of reverse bias voltage, height or length of
the voltage pulse, either a minority carrier or a majority carrier defect signal
is detected, or even a combination of both. The experimental findings can-
not be explained by the overlap of two independent trap signals. Two other
possible mechanisms are discussed. Additionally, a peak width analysis was
performed for these defect signals. No clear relationship between the peak
broadening and the gallium content could be revealed, but the activation en-
ergies determined for the signals investigated show a GGI dependence. The
activation energy decreases up to a GGI of 0.28 which corresponds remark-
ably well to the respective increase in solar cell efficiency up to the same
gallium content.





Zusammenfassung

Der Einfluss von Gallium auf die elektronisch aktiven Defekten in Kupferindi-
umdiselenid basierten Solarzellen wird untersucht. Das Ziel ist festzustellen,
ob schädliche tiefe Störstellen im Material für den nur sublinearen Anstieg
der Leerlaufspannung mit zunehmender Bandlückenenergie für Bauelemente
mit molarem Gallium zu Gallium plus Indium Verhältnis (GGI) größer als
0.3 verantwortlich sind.
Dazu wird eine Probenserie mit unterschiedlichem GGI mittels Transien-
ter Störstellenspektroskopie und Admittanzspektroskopie (deep level tran-
sient spectroscopy, DLTS und AS) untersucht. Für die Solarzellen mit ge-
mischten Absorberkompositionen, also solchen, die Gallium und Indium ent-
halten, werden prinzipiell dieselben Defektspektren gefunden. Es kann kein
grundsätzlicher Einfluss der Volumendefekte auf den ”Einbruch“ des Wir-
kungsgrades für Solarzellen mit größerem GGI festgestellt werden. Des
weiteren treten in den DLTS Untersuchungen einige bemerkenswerte Eigen-
schaften des in der Literatur als N1 oder β bekannten Defektsignals zu-
tage. Abhängig von den entsprechenden Messparametern wie dem Wert der
Rückwärtsspannung, der Höhe oder der Länge des Spannungspulses, wird
entweder ein Minoritäten oder Majoritätensignal detektiert. Manchmal tritt
sogar eine Kombination aus beiden Signalen auf. Die experimentellen Be-
funde lassen sich nicht durch zwei unabhängige Defekte erklären. Es werden
zwei mögliche Erklärungsmodelle diskutiert. Zusätzlich wird eine Peakbrei-
tenanalyse für die zuvor genannten Defektsignale vorgestellt. Eine klare
Verbindung zwischen Signalverbreiterung und dem Galliumgehalt kann nicht
festgestellt werden. Die Aktivierungsenergien der untersuchten Signale zeigen
jedoch eine Abhängikeit vom GGI. Es wird eine Abnahme der Aktivierungs-
energien bis zu einem Galliumgehalt von 0.28 beobachtet, was erstaunlich
gut mit dem Anstieg der Effizienz von Cu(In,Ga)Se2 Solarzellen bis zu eben
diesem GGI korrespondiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last 20 years the interest in thin film solar cells has steadily in-
creased. The reasons for this development are at hand: although silicon
based solar cells do still exhibit the highest efficiencies, their cost of produc-
tion is still quite high even if polycrystalline material is used. Here, two main
reasons have to be mentioned. The first is that crystalline silicon is an in-
direct semiconductor. To absorb the incident light sufficiently, the absorber
layer has to be about 100 to 200 µm thick. This is quite a lot compared
to other materials with a direct band gap. The second aspect is actually a
consequence of the aforementioned one. As the silicon devices have to have
a thickness of a few hundred micrometers, the material has to be very pure
to obtain high efficiency devices. Otherwise the impurities of the material
function as traps and recombination centers so that the extra electrons and
holes created by absorption of light could hardly reach the contacts and pro-
vide electrical energy. Additionally large area modules that are indispensable
for real life applications of solar cells have to be constructed by connecting
single devices in an elaborate process. There is hope that these shortcomings
can be met by thin film solar cells so that their still comparatively low effi-
ciencies can be compensated. At the moment, thin film solar cells based on
copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) are the most promising candidates.
They exhibit the highest record efficiencies of thin film devices, 19.2 % on
laboratory cells [1] and 14.3 % on modules [2]. As the material is a direct
semiconductor, the absorber layer has to be only about 1.5 µm thick. They
can easily be produced for instance by physical vapour deposition of the
constituent elements. The area of the acitve layer can be adjusted to the
appropriate size without serious problems because of the relative easy way
of production. To obtain modules, the different layers which form the solar
cell are deposited on the whole area of the module and can afterwards easily
be structured by laser lithography. As the semiconductor material constists
of three different compounds, the band gap can also be adjusted in a cer-
tain range by variation of the gallium to gallium plus indium ratio (GGI or
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gallium content if expressed in percent). The addition of sulfur to enlarge
the bandgap is possible, too. CuInSe2 has a band gap of 0.98 eV, CuGaSe2

of 1.66 eV [3]. Momentarily the solar cells with the highest efficiency have
a gallium content of about 28 % which corresponds to a band gap of about
1.15 eV. However, the best adjustment to the solar spectrum is accomplished
by an absorber layer with a band gap of about 1.4 eV to 1.6 eV. Shortly after
the first attempts to fine-tune the band gap of the CIGS absorber layer and
therewith the open circuit voltage Voc of the resultant devices to the desired
value, it was recognized that the open circuit voltage of the solar cells does
not increase in the same way as the band gap of the absorber material. The
reasons are still not clear. Within this thesis, defect spectroscopy measure-
ments were performed to get an insight into the bulk defects occurring in the
indium-gallium alloy system of CIGS and their dependence on the gallium
content. The thesis on hand is organised as follows: In Chapter two an over-
wiev concerning the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells is given with special focus on
the changes due to addition of gallium to the CuInSe2 absorber layer. Chap-
ter three intoduces some theoretical concepts like the space charge region in
semiconductor devices and properties of defect states which are necessary to
explain the experimental techniques applied within this thesis. In Chapter
four, the actual measurement techniques are described. Chapter five de-
scribes the experimental results obtained which are afterwards discussed in
Chapter six. Finally, the main ideas of the thesis are summarized in Chapter
seven along a short outlook for future investigations.



Chapter 2

On CuIn1−xGaxSe2 based solar
cells

CuInSe2 and its alloys (CuInSe2: CIS, CuIn1−xGaxSe2: CIGS or CuGaSe2:
CGS) belong to the family of chalcopyrites. These materials are direct semi-
conductors [4, 5, 6], i.e., the conduction band minimum and the valence band
maximum occur at the same wave vector so that band-to-band excitation by
photons and recombination of charge carriers by photon emission, respec-
tively, are possible, because no absorption or emission of additional phonons
is necessary to ensure conservation of momentum. Therefore the probabil-
ity to absorb photons of energy at least as high as the band gap energy is
high for this material and the film can be made thinner than 1.5 µm. For
this reason, the solar cells made of these materials as absorber layer have a
thickness of only 3 µm and are called ”thin film solar cells“. In the following,
the schematic of the CIGS solar cell will be discussed in terms of process-
ing and functionality of the different layers. Afterwards some details of the
indium-gallium alloy system are discussed.

2.1 General structure

The structure of the device is shown in figure 2.1(a). On top of a glass
substrate there is the molybdenum back contact, followed by the p-type
CIGS (alternatively CIS, CGS) absorber layer. An n-type buffer layer which
is formed by cadmium sulfide (CdS) in the devices investigated, separates
the CIGS and the actual window layer. The window layer itself consists of
an intrinsic zinc oxide (i-ZnO) and an aluminum doped n-type ZnO layer
(Al:ZnO). On laboratory cells, an aluminum grid is deposited on top of the
whole cell to facilitate contacting the device.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cell. (b) The chalcopyrite
lattice. The A sites are occupied by the Cu+ ions and the B places by In3+

and/or Ga3+ ions. The Se2− or S2− ions occupy the X sites. The anions show a
slight displacement compared to the tetrahedral structure which is indicated by
the arrows and in-plane and out-of-plane directions [7].

2.1.1 Glass substrate

Usually a sodium containing glass like soda lime glass is taken as substrate.
It was recognized that, during absorber deposition, sodium diffuses through
the Mo layer into the absorber and has multiple positive influence on the
material [8, 9, 10]. During growth, sodium doping leads to a better mor-
phology [11] by retarding of phase formation to higher temperatures [12]. In
the material, it is mostly accumulated at grain boundaries [11]. There, the
sodium leads presumably to passivation of grain boundaries and increases the
p-type conductivity [13]. Another option instead of more or less uncontrolled
sodium diffusion into the absorber layer, is the deposition of a Na diffusion
barrier on top of the glass substrate and the providence of a defined amount
of sodium in form of a precursor like NaF prior to or during deposition of
the absorber layer [14, 15].

2.1.2 Molybdenum back contact

The molybdenum is deposited on the glass substrate usually by d.c. mag-
netron sputtering [16]. Considering the Mo/Cu(In,Ga)Se2 interface, the
metal does not diffuse into the absorber material, but forms a thin MoSe2

film in presence of excess selenium during growth of CIGS [17, 18]. Prob-
ably because of this layer, there is only a small potential barrier between
molybdenum and CIGS, so that the back contact behaves as ohmic at room
temperature.
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2.1.3 Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber

The absorber material normally used for CIGS solar cells is an alloy of the
two ternary semiconductors CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 with a gallium to gallium
plus indium ratio GGI of 0.28. The materials in the I-III-VI2 system are
often called chalcopyrites because they have the same crystal structure as
the mineral chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), a common copper-iron ore. The crystal
structure is based on the zincblende structure which again is based on the
diamond structure. The chalcopyrite lattice is obtained from the zincblende
structure by introduction of an additional ordering into the cation sublattice
which requires a doubled primitive cell (see figure 2.1). The semiconduct-
ing properties of the chalcopyrites are due to their electronic and structural
similarity to the group IV semiconductors like silicon or germanium. The
zincblende structure is isoelectronic to Si, if the constituent elements are
chosen symmetrically from groups to the left and to the right of group IV.
Prominent examples are the III-V semiconductors like GaAs, or II-VI semi-
conductors like ZnSe. Taking the idea one step further by replacing the Zn
in ZnSe with the adjacent elements of valency I and III yields the ternary
compound CuGaSe2. The band gap is influenced by two mechanisms: In the
isoelectronic series Ge, GaAs, and ZnSe the decreasing covalency (increasing
ionicity) of the bonds increases the band gap from 0.7 to 1.4 and 2.7 eV (at
300 K), respectivly. Then, going from ZnSe to CuGaSe2, the band gap is
reduced from 2.7 eV to 1.7 eV by the combined effects of spin orbit coupling,
the crystal field of the tetragonal structure, and the influence of the Cu-3d
electrons on the valence band [19].
CuInSe2 is amazingly tolerant towards off-stoichiometric composition. This
effect is ascribed to formation of defect complexes like (2 V −

Cu + In+2
Cu)

0 (V −
Cu:

copper vacancy, In+2
Cu: indium on copper site) which are able to passivate

large defect concentrations [20]. Addition of sodium and replacement of
indium by gallium increase this tolerance further [21]. The properties of
the material are generally dominated by native defects resulting from off-
stoichiometric material composition. One discriminates copper-poor and
copper-rich (molar ratio of copper to indium plus gallium concentration
smaller or larger than one) and selenium-poor and -rich conditions (where
the ratio of selenium and the metal ion concentrations is smaller or larger
than one). The p-type conductivity is mainly attributed to copper vacancies
V −

Cu whereas n-type CuInSe2 is probably due to copper interstitials Cu+
i or

selenium vacancies V +
Se. [22, 23]. However, the material is highly compen-

sated, i.e., donor and accepctor-like doping centers do likewise occur [24, 25].
Device grade absorber layers are slightly copper-poor and selenium-rich. The
selenium content increases the p-type character, the copper deficiency is nec-
essary to prevent any phase separation as copper-rich material tends to pre-
cipitations of Cu2−xSe which is a p-type semiconductor, too [22]. The best
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solar cells are made from overall copper-poor CIGS with a Cu content of
typically 22 at% to 24 at%. There exist various preparation procedures for
the CIGS absorbers [26]. Here, only the two most frequently used processes
shall be introduced. The first one is the stacked deposition of the elemen-
tary compounds Cu, In, Ga and Se on top of the molybdenum covered glass
substrate and subsequent fast annealing under inert gas [27]. This is called
”rapid thermal processing“. Alternatively, it is also possible to omit the
selenium in the deposition step and perform the heating in an H2Se or Se
atmosphere [28]. The second method to process the absorber layer is the
co-evaporation from elemental sources on a heated substrate (glass plus Mo
back contact), so that the CIGS is formed already during deposition [29].
Up to now, elaborate processes have been developed like the bilayer or the
three stage process with alternating copper-poor and copper-rich deposition
phases [30, 31] or gallium grading within the absorber layer [32]. The Cu-rich
step serves to enlarge the grain size of the material as the grain size increases
with increasing copper content [33]. The investigations presented within this
thesis are performed on solar cells containing absorbers synthesized by single
stage co-evaporation [34].
In the CIGS absorber the actual light to energy conversion process takes
place. There is experimental evidence, that the surface of the CIGS layer is
copper depleted compared to the composition of the bulk material [35] and
therefore has a larger band gap [36]. Additionally it was found that the depo-
sition of the CdS buffer layer leads to heavy Cd doping within the first couple
of atomic layers [37]. If the Cd occupied the copper vacancies present within
this regime therewith formed donor defects Cd−Cu, the Cd doping would lead
to an increased electron concentration and might induce the suspected type
inversion within the surface region [37]. Evidence for such a ”buried“ homo-
junction was given by scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy investigations
[38] and other experiments [39, 40].

2.1.4 CdS buffer layer

The n-type CdS buffer is deposited from a chemical bath (CBD process)
[41]. As this is the only processing step of the solar cell that is not capa-
ble of an inline-production, multiple attempts have been made to replace it
by for instance physical vapor deposition. Moreover, the cadmium as toxic
element might put the reputation of CIGS solar cells at risk. At last, the
band gap of 2.4 eV of the cadmium sulfide impedes the transmission in the
short wavelength regime, so that there are several aspects which support its
replacement. However, the CBD process is still necessary to produce highly
efficient solar cells, so that some groups who work on replacement of CdS
aim at cadmium-free buffer layers but retainment of the chemical bath depo-
sition process. There are several materials under investigation, for instance
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ZnS [42], In(OH)xSy [43], MnS [43], ZnSe or SnO2. The purpose of this inter-
mediate layer between the absorber and the window layer is still of current
interest in research. Some of the beneficial effects of the CBD processed CdS
buffer layer identified so far are removal of natural oxides from the CIGS
surface [44] and protection of the CIGS layer from negative influences of
the sputtering processes used to deposit the window layer. The cadmium
diffusion into the CIGS film was already mentioned in section 2.1.3.

2.1.5 window layer (i-ZnO/Al:ZnO)

The window layer consists of an n-type aluminum doped zinc oxide film on
top of a thin layer of an intrinsic zinc oxide. Both ZnO films are commonly
deposited by sputtering processes. The n-doped zinc oxide provides a highly
conductive front contact with a band gap large enough to be transparent
in the relevant photon energy range [45]. For intrinsic ZnO EG is 3.4 eV
[45]. For the aluminum doped zinc-oxide the band gap is a little larger
[46]. The role of the resistive i-ZnO is still a matter of discussion. It was
proposed that it reduces the impact of lateral inhomogeneities due to varying
electrical properties of different crystallites [47, 48]. Maybe it also prevents
the aluminum from diffusion into the absorber layer.

2.2 The indium-gallium alloy system

After the description of the Cu chalcopyrite solar cell in general, the prop-
erties of the material and devices with nonstandard absorber composition
are presented. Firstly, the technological relevance and the interest in the
enlargement of the band gap energy of the Cu chalcopyrites by gallium or
sulfur addition is pointed out. In the second part of this section, a summary
of the so far known influence of the gallium content on the material and
device properties is given.

2.2.1 The open circuit voltage problem

For a most efficient adjustment to the solar spectrum, absorber materials
should have a band gap energy of about 1.4 eV to 1.6 eV. In case of the Cu
chalcopyrite solar cells, this could be achieved either by complete replacement
of selenium by sulfur to obtain CuInS2 [49] or by an increase in GGI to about
0.5 to 0.75. However, for both strategies, the solar cell performance reached
are so far not satisfactory [50]. Devices with GGI larger than 0.3 exhibit
a decrease in efficiency compared to the one achieved for solar cells with
standard absorber compositions [51]. It was found that the open circuit
voltage increases only sublinear with increasing band gap energy [52, 53].
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For the sulfur containing solar cells the ”VOC breakdown“ is not abrupt but
happens slowly with increasing sulfur concentration. To find out, whether
this problem is a general material property or is caused by the interplay
of the different layers that form the structure of the CIGS solar cell, many
investigations have been made to get more insight into the gallium dependent
material and device properties and those of CuInS2 solar cells, respectively.
Here, the investigations presented and discussed shall be restricted to the
gallium issue as this approach is the one that is more commonly followed.
Moreover, the results presented within this thesis focus on the indium-gallium
system, too.

2.2.2 Gallium content dependent structural and elec-
trical changes

Concerning the addition of gallium to CuInSe2, there are theoretical and ex-
perimental studies available. The most obvious modification is of course the
increase in band gap energy from 0.98 eV to 1.66 eV. The enlargement of EG

and therewith occurring respective shifts in conduction band minimum and
valence band maximum have direct influence on the band offsets between CdS
and the absorber layer. For the CuInSe2/CdS heterointerface, valence band
offsets of about 0.79 eV to 0.86 eV [54, 40, 55] were determined experimen-
tally which give a positive conduction band offset ∆Ec = Ec(CdS)−Ec(CIS),
a so called ”spike“ of about 0.3 eV, assuming a copper-poor CuInSe2 surface
with a band gap of about 1.3 eV and a band gap of 2.4 eV for CdS [40].
On addition of gallium the positive conduction band offset decreases with
increasing gallium content and finally develops into a negative one, referred
to as ”cliff“ [56]. This is mainly due to a shift in conduction band mini-
mum. The valence band minimum shows only a slight shift to lower energies
[56, 57]. The energy band diagrams for complete solar cells with CuInSe2

and CuGaSe2 absorber, respectively, are shown in figure 2.2a and b.

In contrast to CuInSe2, where the material is n-type when it is heavily
copper-poor and likewise selenium-rich [22], there exists no such phase for
CuGaSe2. Therefore, a homojunction as exists in the case of CIS can be
excluded for CGS [59]. One rather deals with a comparatively rough hetero-
junction. Together with the changes in band alignments, this might lead to
increased interface recombination. However, for copper-poor CuGaSe2 based
solar cells tunneling enhanced bulk recombination was identified as mecha-
nism instead [60]. Concerning the doping concentration for copper-poor CIS
and CGS, theory and experiment both find an increase in doping concentra-
tion for the copper-poor materials from about 1015 cm−3 for CuInSe2 [61] to
about 1016 cm−3 for CuGaSe2 [60].

There are also studies concerning the changes in bulk defects. Compar-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Energy band diagram for a CuInSe2 based solar cell including
the copper-poor surface layer indicated as ordered defect compound (ODC). Note
the small positive band offset (spike) between CdS and CIS. (The CdS-CIS band
offsets are taken from reference [55], other parameters are from the CIGS solar
cell definition file provided by SCAPS 1-D [58].). (b) Energy band diagram for a
CuGaSe2 based solar cell. Note the negative band offset (cliff) between CdS and
CGS. (The CdS-CGS band offsets are calculated from data of references [55] and
[56], other parameters are again from the CIGS definition file provided by SCAPS
1-D [58].)

ative calculations between CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 of their defect formation
energies and transition energies for the occurring deep levels indicate, that
Ga addition lowers the relative stability of the defect pair (M+2

Cu + 2V −
Cu)

0

[57]. The defect complex is assumed to inactivate the deep donor MCu [20].
Moreover, this defect pair forms the ordered defect compound CuIn3Se5, if
it is spatially repeated [20]. The point defects of CuGaSe2 have about the
same defect transition energies as in CuInSe2 or slightly lower ones, except
for the MCu defects. In this case, the InCu donor levels with Ec−0.25 eV and
Ec − 0.34 eV, respectively, are substantially shallower than the GaCu levels
with Ec − 0.49 eV and Ec − 0.69 eV, respectively [57].

Some systematic experimental studies on CIGS solar cells with different
gallium content are known, too. Photocapacitance measurements disclosed
one deep defect occurring for all GGI with activation energy of about 0.8 eV
[62]. In admittance spectroscopy measurements, two defects were found,
again irrespective of the gallium content [63, 64, 65]. For the shallower trap
(called N1) a broad range of activation energies Ea of around 0.05 eV to 0.3 eV
was found [63, 64, 65]. For the deeper second trap level which is named N2 an
activation energy of about 0.3 eV was determined [65, 66]. The concentration
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of the defect N2 was found to correlate to the device efficiency [66]. The
trap signal N1 was detected by drive level capacitance measurements, too
[67]. Deep level transient spectroscopy investigations of CIGS solar cells with
standard absorber composition also disclosed both defect signals, N1 and N2.
N1 was detected as minority carrier signal, whereas N2 was found to be a
majority carrier defect. However, there have been discussions in literature
about the origin of defect signal N1, because the positive minority signal is
visible in majority carrier DLTS, i.e., under non-injection conditions, where
usually minority signals are not detected. Crandall et al. [68] identified a
majority trap signal for all GGI with DLTS .

Within this thesis, a systematic study of the defects in samples with
different GGI using deep level transient spectroscopy and admittance spec-
troscopy, is presented. The intention was to complete the picture of changes
in defect spectra with varying gallium content to clarify, whether the sub-
linear increase in VOC with the band gap is influenced by deep levels in the
bulk, e.g., by substantial changes in defect spectra with increasing GGI.



Chapter 3

Deep levels in semiconductor
devices

In the following sections, a description of the theory necessary to explain
the experimental techniques applied within this thesis is given. Firstly, the
concept of space charge region is introduced. Afterwards defect states in
semiconductors and their properties like recombination kinetics and ther-
mally activated emission are described.

3.1 The space charge region

The depletion region is actually the core of all semiconductor devices. It is the
reason for the rectifying behavior which is characteristic of Schottky diodes
[69] and p-n junctions. In other devices like elaborate solar cell concepts or
transistors [70], one even deals with two or more depletion regions. Gener-
ally, the development of a space charge region can be described in terms of
equalization of the electrochemical potentials for electrons (or holes) within
the two materials that are brought in intimate contact [71]. The process shall
be visualized now for electrons in a p-n junction. (For a metal-semiconductor
diode, the situation is in principle the same.) The electrochemical potential
ηe, which is often referred to as Fermi level in semiconductor physics, is the
sum of the chemical potential µe and the electrical potential ϕ. Here the
equation for electrons in an n-type semiconductor is given:

ηn
e = µn

e,0 + kT ln
nn

e

NC︸ ︷︷ ︸
µn

e

−qϕn. (3.1)

For the two separate semiconductors, the electrical potentials ϕn and ϕp

are zero. In this case, the chemical potentials in both layers are equal to the
electrochemical potential, e.g., the Fermi energy. As soon as the contact is
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formed, electrons start to diffuse from the side of high chemical potential to
the one of lower chemical potential. As in most cases the chemical potential
of the electrons is larger in the n-type than in the p-type semiconductor, they
usually move from the n-doped side into the p-type layer. Respectively, the
holes move from the p-type layer to the n-side. These diffusion currents are
accompanied by positive charging of the n-side and negative charging on the
p-side, respectively. The current flow stops as soon as a electrical potential
difference has built up that balances the gradient in chemical potential, so
that:

ηn
e = ηp

e (3.2)

which is in detail:

µn
e − qϕn = µp

e − qϕp. (3.3)

One remark has to be made concerning µe/h. It consists of a constant contri-
bution and a contribution which depends on the actual carrier concentration
in the material. The constant part is the standard chemical potential µe/h,0.
It is determined by the chemical environment of the free charge carriers.
Generally, the equilibrium potential difference or alternatively called diffu-
sion potential is given by:

ϕn − ϕp =
µn

e,0 − µp
e,0

q
+

kT

q
ln

nn
e

np
e
. (3.4)

For a homojunction, for instance formed by n- and p-type silicon, respec-
tively, the standard chemical potential µ0

e/h is therefore about the same in
the n- and p-doped semiconductor so that the diffusion potential is only de-
termined by the difference in carrier concentrations. In the case of a hetero-
junction like CdS(n-type)/CIGS(p-type), the standard chemical potentials
have to be taken into account. However as for two different semiconductors
1 and 2 the difference in electron affinities ∆χ corresponds to the difference
in standard chemical potentials ∆µe,0:

µ1
e,0 − µ2

e,0 = χ2 − χ1, (3.5)

and the difference in electrical potentials can still the calculated. For a
Schottky diode, the metal work function replaces the electron affinity of the
second semiconductor.

The spacial extension of potential difference ϕn - ϕp into the n- and the p-
side of the device, e.g., the width of the space charge region, can be calculated
from Poisson’s equation

− ∇2ϕ =
ρ

εε0

, (3.6)
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where ρ is the space charge density, ε0 is the permittivity of free space and ε
is the relative permittivity of the respective semiconductor material. Using
a one-dimensional treatment of this problem (infinite extension of the junc-
tion in y- and z-direction) and assuming a constant doping concentration
(otherwise this problem can be solved only numerically) the width is given
by:

xd =

√√√√2εε0

q

Na + Na

NaNd

(ϕn − ϕp︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vd

−V ). (3.7)

Nd and Na are the donor and acceptor doping concentrations on the n- and
on the p-side, respectively, ϕn − ϕp, the difference in electrical potentials is
also referred to as ”diffusion or built-in potential“ Vd, and V is the poten-
tial applied additionally to device. If there is a large difference in doping
concentration, e.g. free carrier concentration, between the n- and the p-side,
the width of depletion region is approximately equal to its extension into the
lower doped side of the junction. This is the case for metal-semiconductor
diodes, too. One comment has to be made concerning equation 3.7. This
expression for the depletion region width is based on the so called ”full-
depletion“ approximation [45]. It means that no free charge carriers are
assumed to exist in the depletion region and that the transition from the
depleted region to the neutral bulk is abrupt, so that it can be described
by a step function. Actually, the free carrier concentration decreases about
exponentially at the depletion region edges, but in most cases, the depletion
approximation is an appropriate method to simplify calculations.

3.2 Electrically active centers

In semiconductors, not only doping centers do occur but also other electri-
cally active centers that are located closer to mid gap compared to the doping
levels. These are called traps or deep levels. Similar to doping levels, one
also differentiates between donor-like deep levels which are positively charged
when unoccupied by electrons and acceptor-like trap states which are nega-
tively charged when occupied by electrons. The distinction between doping
levels and traps depends on many different factors. Usually, shallow centers
are ionized already at low temperatures and therefore enlarge the free carrier
concentration of the semiconductor. So they are considered to have a positive
influence on the material. Deep levels can have a huge influence on the device
for example on the charge transport or on the energy band structure. Mostly,
their impact on the material or the device is negative. As a rule of thumb,
the energetic position of a level within the band gap of the material can be
taken as indication of its ”character“: the closer the defect level is to the
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middle of the gap, the more it tends to act as a trap or — even worse — as a
recombination center. A more precise definition says, that deep levels exhibit
a short-range Coulomb potential whereas shallow dopants have a long-range
one. Depending on their occupation and charge state relative to the one of
the doping levels, deep traps can enhance or compensate the space charge
caused by ionized doping levels within the depletion region. For instance if
we deal with a p-type semiconductor, e.g., the doping levels are shallow ac-
ceptors, a donor-like deep level compensates the doping concentration when
it is unoccupied by electrons (and therefore positively charged) whereas it
has no influence on the space charge when it is occupied by electrons (and
therefore neutral). With their impact on the space charge, deep traps do also
affect the width of the depletion region. The doping concentrations in equa-
tion (3.7) are in this case effective concentrations, i.e., the sum of all charged
states, shallow and deep. The kinetics of capture and emission processes on
a trap level are given by the Shockley-Read-Hall theory.

3.3 Shockley-Read-Hall theory

The Shockley-Read-Hall theory describes recombination of charge carriers
via defect states [72, 73]. For a single or point like level within the band gap,
four different processes can occur as shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Shockley-Read-Hall recombination processes demonstrated for a deep
level Et with density Nt occupied by nt electrons. Also indicated are the conduction
band minimum Ec, the valence band maximum Ev, the Fermi level EF as well as
the electron and hole densities n and p in the respective energy bands.

Generation rates (G): Recombination rates (R):

emission of electrons: ennt capture of electrons: cnpt

emission of holes: eppt capture of holes: cpnt
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with:

pt = Nt − nt, (3.8)

cn = σnv
thn. (3.9)

cp = σpv
thp. (3.10)

Here, the cn, cp, en and ep are the capture rates per unoccupied state and
emission rates per trapped charge carrier for electrons and holes, respectively
(”normalized capture and emission rates“), nt (pt) is the number of traps
occupied by electrons (holes), Nt is the total number of trap states and n
(p) is the free carrier concentrations of electrons (holes) in the conduction
band (valence band). The capture rates can be calculated from equations 3.9
and 3.10 as the product of capture cross section σn/p, the average thermal
velocity of free charge carriers vth which is about 10−7cm/s at 300 K and the
free carrier density. The capture cross section is a measure for how effective
charger carriers are captured into the specific trap. It is sometimes taken as
indication for the charge state of the respective trap relative to the one of
the captured charge carrier. Centers with capture cross section larger than
10−14 cm2 are classified as Coulomb attractive, those with σ in the range
from 10−16 cm2 to 10−14 cm2 to be neutral and trap states with capture cross
sections smaller than about 10−17 cm2 are categorized as repulsive. With
these rates, the change in electron densities given by:

dn

dt
= Gn −Rn = ennt − cnpt. (3.11)

Respective expression holds for the hole density, too:

dp

dt
= Gp −Rp = eppt − cpnt. (3.12)

3.4 Transient trap response

Using the equations for the change in electron and hole densities, it is possible
to calculate the time dependence of the number of occupied traps [74]. Here,
the expression is shown for the number of deep levels occupied by electrons.
The respective equation for the traps occupied by holes can be obtained by
replacement of nt by Nt − pt.

dnt

dt
= G−R = Gp−Rp−(Gn−Rn) = (cn +ep)(Nt−nt)−(cp +en)nt (3.13)
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The general solution of this differential equation (assuming the rates cn, cp, en, ep

to be time independent) with nt = nt(0) for t = 0 is

nt(t) = nt(∞)− {nt(∞)− nt(0)} exp(−t/τ) (3.14)

with the steady state occupancy given by

nt(∞) =
cn + ep

cn + ep + cp + en

Nt (3.15)

and τ−1, the rate constant (or inverse time constant τ−1),

τ−1 = cn + ep + cp + en. (3.16)

Equation (3.14) describes the relaxation of the number of traps occupied (in
this case by electrons) back to the equilibrium occupancy after perturbation.
The process is an exponential decay, where the inverse time constant is the
sum of all normalized capture and emission rates. The position of the Fermi
level governs the free carrier concentration and therefore has influence on
whether a state is occupied or not. Under equilibrium conditions, i.e., when
no potential difference is applied to the device, it completely determines the
trap occupation. This will be clarified in the next section.

3.5 Principle of detailed balance and thermal

emission

The principle of detailed balance says that in thermal equilibrium, the cap-
ture and emission rate of electrons and holes, respectively, have to be equal.

ennt = cn(Nt − nt)

and

eppt = cp(Nt − pt) (3.17)

These equations determine also the equilibrium trap occupation. The fol-
lowing derivation of the temperature dependence of the emission rates, will
be performed for an electron tap. The respective expressions for holes can
again be obtained by replacing nt with Nt − pt.

nt

Nt

=
cn

cn + ep

=
ep

ep + cp

(3.18)

The number of occupied traps in thermal equilibrium can also the deter-
mined by the product of the total number of trap states and the occupation
probability of the trap state which is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
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function modified in the case of trap levels by the ratio of degeneracy factors
for the unoccupied (g0) and occupied state (g1), respectively.

nt

Nt

=
1

1 + g0

g1
exp

(
Et−EF

kT

) (3.19)

Combining equations 3.18 and 3.19, one obtains an interesting relation for
the ratio of emission and capture rate:

en = cn
g0

g1

exp

(
Et − EF

kT

)
(3.20)

and

ep = cp
g1

g0

exp

(
EF − Et

kT

)
. (3.21)

(The fraction of degeneracy factors g0/g1 is often assumed to be about 1.)
Equations (3.20) and (3.21) describe how the occupation of a trap state
depends on the position of the Fermi level EF relative to the trap level
Et. This is due to the dependence of the capture rate on the free carrier
concentrations as shown in equations 3.9 and 3.10. If the Fermi level is
above Et, cn is larger than en and cp is smaller than ep, so that the trap
state is occupied by electrons. If otherwise the trap state is above the Fermi
level, cn is smaller than en and cp is larger than ep and therefore the deep
level is unoccupied by electrons. Besides the relation of emission and capture
rates for the same type of charge carrier, equations 3.20 and 3.21 are also
important to judge the relative magnitudes of electron and hole emission
rates of a deep level. If the capture rates are replaced by equations (3.9)
and (3.10), the following expression for the number of free charge carriers is
obtained:

n = Nc exp

(
−Ec − Et

kT

)
p = Nv exp

(
−Et − Ev

kT

)
, (3.22)

where Nc and Nv are the effective densities of states in the conduction and
the valence band, respectively

Nc/v = 2

(
2πmn/hkT

h2

)
. (3.23)

Equations 3.24 and 3.25 give the temperature dependence of the normalized
emission rate:

en(T ) = σnv
thNc

g0

g1

exp

(
−Ec − Et

kT

)
. (3.24)
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For a hole trap, the respective equation is:

ep(T ) = σpv
thNv

g0

g1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν0 resp. ξ0T 2

exp

(
−Et − Ev

kT

)
. (3.25)

For a trap state in the upper half of the band gap, (Ec −Et) is smaller than
(Et − Ev), therefore, assuming pre-exponential factors of the same order of
magnitude, en is larger than ep in this case. For a deep level in the lower half
of the band gap, the situation is exactly the opposite and ep is larger than
en. This concept to determine the dominant emission rate depending on the
relative position of the trap state within the band gap leads to the discrim-
ination between majority carrier traps and minority carrier traps. Majority
carriers (minority carriers) are electrons (holes) in an n-type semiconductor
ore holes (electrons) in a p-type semiconductor. If the emission of majority
carriers is dominant, the trap is referred to as majority carrier trap. If the
emission of minority carriers is faster, then it is called a minority carrier trap.
Moreover equations 3.24 and 3.25 show that the emission of charge carriers
from a deep level is a thermally activated process. Assuming a temperature
independent, not thermally activated capture cross section, the so called ac-
tivation energy is given by the distance between the energetic position of
the trap level within the band gap and the band edge it corresponds with,
i.e., its distance to the conduction band minimum or valence band maximum
(Ea = Ec − EF or Ea = EF − Ev). (If σn/p is also thermally activated, the
activation energy is actually the sum of both contributions, the activation
energy of the capture cross section and the energetic distance between the
trap level and the corresponding energy band.) The pre-exponential factor
shows an over-all quadratic temperature dependence, as the effective density
of states is given by equation (3.23) and the mean thermal velocity by:

vth =

√
3kT

mn/h

. (3.26)

Here mn/h is the effective mass for electrons and holes, respectively, and h is
Planck’s constant. Sometimes, this temperature dependence is neglected as it
is weak compared to the exponential dependence. In this case the activation
energy of a deep level is obtained from a plot of the logarithm of the emission
rate versus inverse temperature and the pre-exponential factor is called ν0.
Alternatively, if the temperature dependence of the prefactor — which is then
referred to as ξ0T

2 — is taken into account, Ea is determined from a plot of
logarithm of emission rate divided by the square of temperature versus the
inverse temperature. The capture cross section can also be calculated from
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these fits as can be seen from equations (3.24) and (3.25), assuming either a
temperature dependent or independent prefactor.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Techniques

In the preceding chapter, the space charge region, the impact of deep levels
on the depletion region width, capture and emission kinetics and thermally
activated emission were introduced. In the following, this information will be
used to explain the working principles of the experimental techniques applied
within the scope of this thesis. That are admittance spectroscopy (AS) and
deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). Firstly, an introduction to the
experimental techniques is given. Afterwards, some deviations from ideal
assumptions made when describing the measurement techniques and their
consequences for interpretation of experimental data are discussed, too. At
last, the experimental setup used for the respective measurements will be
described.

4.1 The a.c. equivalent circuit of Schottky

and p-n diodes

For electrical measurements in alternating current mode, p-n junctions and
Schottky diodes can be described by a capacitor and a resistor in parallel as
equivalent circuit. The resistance stands for all parasitic leakage currents.
The capacitance represents the space charge region, which can be approxi-
mated by a parallel plate capacitor:

C =
εε0A

xd

, (4.1)

provided the assumptions of the depletion approximation that was already
mentioned in the last paragraph of section 3.1 are met [45]. Here, A is the
junction area, xd is the width and C the capacitance of the space charge re-
gion. As the width xd is determined by the occupation and concentration of
electrically active centers present, dopants and deep levels, impedance mea-
surements are appropriate to investigate the levels’ properties and concen-
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trations. There exist several different techniques which can be divided into
experiments with continuous excitation and time resolved measurements af-
ter abrupt perturbation of a steady state. The impedance (or its inverse, the
admittance) is one of the complex functions describing physical properties,
where the real and the imaginary part are directly related by the Kramers-
Kronig relation. For an arbitrary complex function

f(ω) = f1(ω) + if2(ω) (4.2)

where f1 and f2 are the real and the imaginary part of function f, respectively,
the Kramers-Kronig relations are

f1(ω) =
−2ω

π

∫ ∞

0

ω′f2(ω
′)

ω′2 − ω2
dω′ (4.3)

and

f2(ω) =
2ω

π

∫ ∞

0

f1(ω
′)

ω′2 − ω2
dω′. (4.4)

So, if the real part of the function f is known in the angular frequency
range from zero to infinity, the imaginary part can be calculated and vice
versa. In fact, both, the real and the imaginary part, actually provide the
same information. However, for admittance or impedance measurements,
experiments with continuous excitations and time resolved techniques, it has
become customary to evaluate the capacitance data.

4.2 Admittance spectroscopy

Measuring the admittance Y = G + iωC as a function of the angular fre-
quency ω (ω = 2πf) of the applied alternating voltage is a technique to
investigate deep levels in semiconductor devices using continuous excitation.
A sinusoidal voltage of small amplitude is applied to the sample and the
resulting current is detected phase sensitively. During measurement, a fre-
quency sweep is performed. The frequency dependent admittance Y (ω) is
obtained by division of the resulting current by the excitation voltage. The
physical processes occurring can be described as follows. The periodic poten-
tial applied induces an alternating shift of the Fermi level EF or quasi-Fermi
level of the majority carriers EFn or EFp. This movement leads to a contin-
uous change in charge δqd(t) which is in phase with the excitation voltage
and leads to a decrease and increase in depletion width. If deep levels are
present, that are crossed by the Fermi level, the intersection point of trap
level Et with EFn (or EFp) is shifted, too, so that in vicinity of the point of
intersection, the occupation of trap levels changes continuously and leads to
an additional trap induced change in charge δqt(t). So the resulting current
can be described by:
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i(t) =
d

dt
δqd(t) +

d

dt
δqt(t), (4.5)

where it has to be noted, that δqd(t) and δqt(t) are not independent. From
equation 4.5 we can now see, how the frequency dependence of Y comes
about. Firstly, a trap free device shall be considered. Here the alternating
voltage induces a change in charge of the depletion width δqd(t) which is in
phase with the excitation. The resulting current which is the time derivative
of δqd(t) is therefore π/2 in advance of v(t) behaving like a lossless capacitor.
The capacitive contribution of the space charge region is only absent at small
temperatures, when the free carrier freeze out leads to a depletion region
which spans the whole semiconductor device from one contact to the other.
The semiconductor layer(s) then behave(s) like a dielectric in between two
parallel plates. The measured capacitance is called geometric capacitance as
it is inversely proportional to the thickness of the device.

If now deep levels are present in the device, there can be another current
contribution in addition to the depletion capacitance coming from reloading
of the trap states, as mentioned earlier. The capture and emission of charge
carriers into and from deep levels, respectively, is not infinitely fast. More-
over, as occupational changes occur only where Et crosses EF , the capture
and emission rate are approximately equal (see equation (3.20) and (3.21)).
One has to consider two different scenarios. At low frequencies reloading of
deep traps leads to a change in charge δqt which is in-phase with v(t) and
therefore produces an imaginary contribution in addition to the depletion
capacitance. When the measurement frequency is enlarged, the traps cannot
respond instantaneously anymore and δqt lags behind v(t). This means that
the leading angle of the current is now less than π/2 which produces a real
component of i(t) and reduces the imaginary contribution of the traps. If
the frequency is that high that the phase shift between δqt and v(t) is π/2,
then only a real component is produced by the traps and the imaginary part
consists exclusively of the depletion capacitance. The respective equation
giving the frequency dependent capacitance per unit area is:

C ′(ω) =
εε0

xd

+

(
1 +

ω2

f 2
t

)−1

∆C ′ (4.6)

with

ft = 2en

(
1 +

xt

xd

Nt

Nd

)
(4.7)

and

∆C ′ =
εε0

xd

Nt

Nd

(
1− xt/xd

1 + (xtNt)/(xdNd)

)
(4.8)

The first term of the sum is the depletion capacitance, the second the con-
tribution of a deep level. (In the case of a p-type semiconductor en has to
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a capacitance versus angular frequency (top) and
−ωdC/dω versus angular frequency diagram (bottom), respectively. The inflec-
tion point in the C vs ω graph corresponds to the maximum in the −ωdC/dω vs.
ω graph and represents the angular frequency that is about equal to 2 times the
emission rate of the trap state investigated.

be replaced by ep and Nd by Na.) The symbol xt is the mean depth where
occupational changes at the trap state takes place. The frequency dependent
capacitance is drawn in figure 4.1. At half height of the capacitance step
∆C ′ due to the trap contribution, the angular frequency ω equals ft. For
clarity, it became customary to plot −ω dC

dω
versus ω instead of C ′. This ex-

pression shows a maximum at ω = ft, and the angular frequency of interest
can be easily determined. If one or both of the ratios xt/xd and Nt/Nd is/are
small, then ft equals 2en, otherwise ft is a little larger (The respective condi-
tions hold for a p-type semiconductor, too). The same condition (xt << xd

and/or Nt << Nd) also facilitates the expression for ∆C ′ in equation (4.8).
The height of the capacitance step due to deep level contribution is then ap-
proximately equal the factor in front of the bracket term. From admittance
measurements at different temperatures, the activation energy and capture
cross section of the deep level can be determined as described in section 3.5.
Here again, it should be emphasized that only deep levels whose energy level
Et exhibits an intersection point with the Fermi level can be detected. In
general, these are majority carrier traps, e.g., electron traps in an n-type
and hole traps in a p-type semiconductor, but interface defects, that usually
span a wide energy range, too. The admittance spectroscopy is suitable to
study ”shallower“ trap levels, as the frequencies applied range typically from
100 Hz to 1 MHz for handling purposes. This will become more clear in the
next section, where the deep level transient spectroscopy is discussed, which
is more suitable for deeper traps.
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Figure 4.2: First phase of the DLTS measurement sequence shown for a band
diagram (energy vs. distance representation) of a metal/n-type semiconductor
Schottky diode. Traps states that are energetically positioned above the Fermi
level are unoccupied, those below EFn are occupied by electrons. X1 marks the
position, where Et equals EFn.

4.3 Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)

This technique to investigate the properties of trap states is actually a time
resolved measurement of the depletion region admittance at a fixed frequency.
To ensure exclusively the measurement of the space charge capacitance (no
trap response!), f has to be appropriately high, typically 1 MHz. After the
description of the measurement principle and the physical process occurring
thereby, the evaluation procedure of experimental data will be discussed.
Afterwards some deviations from ideal assumptions and their impact on data
appearance and interpretation will be mentioned.

4.3.1 General principle: majority carrier DLTS

In the following, a detailed description of the physical processes occurring
during experiment will be given, yet, restricted to capacitance transients
[75]. A measurement can be divided into three different parts. These are
illustrated in figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 for a metal n-type semiconductor Schot-
tky diode with a single (or point-like) majority carrier defect level, i.e., an
electron trap. Although the physical processes are discussed for a space
charge region extending into an n-type semiconductor, the equations given
are also valid for a respective p-type material. Exceptions will be indicated
when occurring. For clarity, the density of traps occupied by electrons nt can
be replaced by Nt−pt to obtain expressions for the number of traps occupied
by holes.
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Figure 4.3: Upper dark diagram: Second phase of the DLTS measurement se-
quence shown for a band diagram (energy vs. distance representation) of a
metal/n-type semiconductor Schottky diode. The filling of empty trap states that
are positioned energetically below the Fermi level EF . x2 indicates the intersection
point between Et and EF . The light gray diagram below shows again phase one
for direct comparison of the positions of the intersection points x1 and x2 and the
space charge widths at different bias.

In the first phase, the device is held under quiescent reverse bias. The
trap level is occupied by electrons up to the intersection point between the
trap level Et and the quasi-Fermi level for majority carriers, e.g., in this
example electrons EFn (see figure 4.2).

In the second part, a voltage pulse is applied to the device under test
which reduces the negative bias at the device. Because of the reduced poten-
tial difference, the quasi-Fermi level of majority carriers moves upward and
the position, where Et equals EFn, is now closer to the metal-semiconductor
interface as shown in figure 4.3. The trap states between x1 and x2 become
occupied by electrons. The capture of majority carriers to the trap states is
ensured by reducing the reverse bias at maximum to 0 V. This is the charac-
teristics of majority carrier DLTS: Under this condition, basically no minority
carriers are injected by the pulse and only majority carriers are available for
capture. The situation with minority carriers present during voltage pulse
application will be discussed in the next section. As can be seen from equa-
tions (3.7) and (4.1), the reduced potential difference during application of
the voltage pulse, the width of the space charge region is decreased and its
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Figure 4.4: Third phase of the DLTS measurement sequence shown for a band
diagram (energy vs. distance representation) of a metal/n-type semiconductor
Schottky diode. The electrons from trap states that are now above the quasi-
Fermi level EFn, i.e., between x2 and x1, experience thermally activated emission.

capacitance is increased.

The third and last part of the experiment is the situation after application
of the voltage pulse which is demonstrated in figure 4.4. Now the sample is
under reverse bias again and the depletion region expands again due to the
increased potential difference applied. The intersection point between Et

and EFn has moved further away from the interface (x1). However, the
electrons (majority carriers) in the trap states between x2 and x1 cannot
instantaneously be emitted due to the thermal activation of this process as
shown in equations 3.24 and 3.25. Because of these electrons, the net positive
charge in the space charge region (as we deal with an n-type semiconductor;
in a metal p-type semiconductor the space charge is net negative) is reduced
compared to the equilibrium situation, i.e., the situation before application
of the voltage pulse. This means, that the depletion region directly after
the voltage pulse is larger and its capacitance is smaller than in thermal
equilibrium. (This is also the reason for, why x1 after application of the
voltage pulse is larger than x1 before its application.) Then, the electrons
are bit by bit emitted from the deep states between x2 and x1. This leads
to a decrease in depletion region width down to its equilibrium value and an
increase of the depletion capacitance increases, respectively. The relaxation
process can be described by the time dependent change in net positive space
charge ρ(x, t), which is

ρ(x, t) = q[Nd(x)−Na(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N+

+(Nt(x)− nt(x, t))] (4.9)
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for a donor-like trap, i.e., a deep level, that is neutral when occupied by
electrons. (For an acceptor-like trap, the expression Nt(x) − nt(x, t) has to
be replaced by −nt(x, t).)

Using Poissons equation (3.6), the relation

dV =
q

εε0

(
xdN

+(x)dxd + [Nt − nt(t)]x1dx1 −
1

2
[x2

1 − x2
2]dnt

)
. (4.10)

is obtained. In the case of capacitance transient observation which shall be
considered here the potential difference is kept constant during observation
of the thermal emission of charge carriers (dV = 0). Differentiating equation
(4.10) and setting it equal to zero gives at last the following expression for
the capacitance transient:

∆C(t) = ∆C0 exp(−t/τ) (4.11)

where
∆C0

C
= −1

2

{
x2

1 − x2
2

x2
d

}
nt(0)− nt(∞)

N+
(4.12)

Here, the relations dC/C = −dxd/xd, dC = ∆C(t) and dnt = ∆nt(t) have
been used in conjunction with some other simplifications valid for small trap
concentrations Nt << N+. Also, equation 3.14 has been inserted to express
nt(t). The capacitance transient is an exponential decay where the time con-
stant τ is the sum of all capture and emission rates (see equation (3.16)).
nt(∞) is the number of occupied traps under steady state conditions, which
is usually nt(∞) = 0 and (equation (3.15)) and nt(0)is the initial number
of occupied traps given by equation (3.14), where the time is the duration
of the voltage pulse. The capacitance transient of the trap filling during
application of the voltage pulse can be described by equation (4.11) as well,
inserting nt(0) = 0 and nt(∞) as given by equation (3.15). A closer look
at the time constant τ shows, that for the occupation kinetics of a major-
ity carrier electron trap within positions x2 and x1 of the depletion region
(figure 4.4), actually not all capture and emission rates play a role in the
specific example. Referring to section 3.5, the deep level can be identified
as majority carrier trap in an n-type semiconductor, so en > ep. Moreover
the capture of holes can be neglected, too, as the minority carrier concentra-
tion within the depletion region is about zero under measurement conditions.
Considering now the fact that between x2 and x1, the trap level Et is above
the quasi-Fermi level, it becomes clear that cn is smaller than en. So all in
all, τ is approximately equal to en. For a majority carrier trap, where the
space charge region extends into a p-type semiconductor, ep is the dominant
process. The activation energy of a majority carrier trap can be obtained
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from temperature dependent determination of the inverse time constant of
the capacitance transients as described by equations (3.24) and (3.25).

Some additional comments have to be made. Comparing the situation
at t = 0 and t = ∞, it can be seen, that nt(0) > nt(∞) and x2 < x1.
Considering equation (4.12), this means, that ∆C0/C, the amplitude of the
capacitance transient (normalized to the equilibrium capacitance) is negative.
This result is quite important as the negative sign is characteristic of majority
carrier defect transients. This will be discussed again in the next section after
introduction to investigation of minority carrier defects.

Another aspect is the deep level concentration: Nt can be calculated from
the initial amplitude of the capacitance transient normalized to the equilib-
rium capacitance as given by equation 4.12 provided the doping concentration
is known and the deep level concentration is small compared to N+. Under
certain conditions, assuming x2 < x1, nt(0) = Nt and nt(∞), equation 4.12
reduces to:

∆C0

C
=

Nt

2N+
. (4.13)

At last, the spacial sensitivity of capacitance DLTS shall be mentioned.
Assuming a constant doping and deep level concentration, the normalized
change in capacitance at position x is [76]:{

∆C

C

}
x

= − n(x)

N+x2
d

x∆x. (4.14)

So ∆C/C increases linearly with position within the space charge region,
where x = 0 is located at the junction interface. From this expression it can
be seen, that capacitance DLTS is a bulk sensitive measurement technique
[77, 76]. Interface defects are only detected under special conditions.

4.3.2 Minority carrier DLTS

As shown in the preceding section, the DLTS experiment can be conducted in
such a way that only majority carrier traps are affected by perturbation from
steady state. As deep levels of minority carriers — in contrast to majority
carrier deep levels — exhibit no intersection point with the (quasi-)Fermi
level at reverse or zero bias voltage, the experiment has to be performed a
little different. The sample is again held under reverse bias. Then, a voltage
pulse is applied, but this time it drives the device into forward direction so
that minority carriers are injected. For duration of the pulse, the quasi-Fermi
level of minority carriers lies completely below Et. The minority carrier trap
level experiences therefore a fast capture of minority carriers as shown in
figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Band diagram (energy vs. distance representation) of a p-n junction.
The Situation during application of the voltage pulse in minority carrier DLTS
is shown. The traps states above the minority carrier quasi-Fermi level become
filled with minority charge carriers. However, as majority carriers are present, too,
there’s a competition between the two types of charge carriers about occupation
of the deep levels.

At last, after application of the voltage pulse, the device is again under
reverse bias and relaxes to equilibrium. Immediately, the depletion region
width is adjusted to the respective potential difference applied. However,
the charge carriers trapped in the minority carrier deep level cannot respond
instantaneously. Within the space charge region, the minority carrier traps
are, similar to the majority carrier DLTS experiment, emptied from minority
carriers by thermal emission. However, at the edge of the depletion region,
the minority carriers vanish by capture of majority carriers. The minor-
ity charge carriers initially captured within the trap levels after application
of the voltage pulse increase the net positive or negative space charge of
the depletion region. The width of the depletion region is therewith ini-
tially decreased and its capacitance increased, respectively, compared to the
equilibrium situation. The emission of minority carriers leads therefore to
a capacitance transient with positive amplitude. The analytic equation de-
scribing this process, can be obtained from equations (4.11) and (4.12), if one
considers, that minority carriers are emitted from the region x1 = xd − λ,
which is the edge of the depletion region minus the small transition region
λ, where the free carrier density falls down to zero, to x2 = 0, which is the
actual interface between p- and n-side of the junction. One also has to take
into account that in equilibrium, the minority carrier trap is fully unoccupied
by minority carriers (Nt − pt(∞) = Nt). The initial occupation pt(0) can be
calculated again from equation (3.14). With these slight modifications, the
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capacitance transient of minority carrier emission expressed in terms of a
hole trap is given by:

∆C(t) = ∆C0 exp(−ept) (4.15)

with
∆C0

C
=

1

2

{
1− λ

xd

}2
pt(0)

N+
. (4.16)

For an electron minority carrier trap, ep is replaced by en and pt(0) by nt(0).
As expressed in equations (4.11) and (4.15), the amplitude of the capacitance
transient has a positive sign for minority carrier emission and a negative
one, if majority carriers are emitted. Therefore this measurement technique
is capable to determine which type of charge carrier is captured/emitted
into/from a specific trap level.

Some additional remarks have to be made to the minority carrier DLTS
experiment. In contrast to majority carrier DLTS, this technique is not
specific to minority carriers. Actually minority carrier traps and majority
carrier deep levels do likewise respond to this kind of perturbation. This
has to be taken into account in data interpretation and therefore will be
discussed in more detail in section 4.3.4. Another aspect is that the voltage
pulse in forward direction is only one opportunity to detect minority carriers.
Light pulses with wavelength smaller or larger than the band gap of the
semiconductor material can be used as well to perturb the occupation of a
minority carrier trap. As this technique was not extensively applied within
this thesis, it shall be referred to the detailed information given in the book
from Blood and Orton [74].

4.3.3 Reverse bias DLTS (RDLTS)

The reverse bias DLTS method is actually the opposite of the measurement
procedure discussed so far: the capture of charge carriers is monitored instead
of the emission process. The experiment sequence can be described as follows:
as starting point, the sample is held at a low level of reverse bias voltage or
at zero bias. The traps up to the intersection point x2 between the majority
carrier trap level and the Fermi level are occupied by electrons (majority
carriers). Then, a voltage pulse is applied but this time it drives the device
in reverse bias direction, so that the intersection point, now called x1, moves
further away from the metal-semiconductor interface and the defect levels
between x2 and x1 empty by thermal emission of majority carriers. After
application of the voltage pulse, the sample is under low bias voltage or zero
bias again and the intersection point, now again named x2 moves closer to
the interface. The defect levels unoccupied (by majority) carriers in between
x1 and the new x2 are refilled by capture of majority carriers. (Note that
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in accordance with the description of majority and minority carrier DLTS,
the intersection point under low reverse bias voltage (respectively zero or
forward bias) is called x2, whereas it is named x1 under comparatively large
reverse bias.) The trap occupation can be calculated from equation (3.14)
with nt(∞) ≈ Nt, and τ = cn for an electron majority carrier trap level
in an n-type semiconductor. The density of occupied traps initially after
application of the voltage pulse depends on the pulse duration tp:

nt(0) = Nt exp(−entp). (4.17)

The time dependence of the number of occupied traps after application
of the voltage pulse is then:

nt(t) = Nt −Nt {1− exp(−entp)} exp [−cn(x)t] . (4.18)

This filling process is monitored as capacitance transient. As can be seen
from equation (4.12), ∆C0/C > 0, when majority carriers are captured, tak-
ing into account that nt(0) < nt(∞) and considering that x1 > x2. Per
theoretical considerations from Li and Wang [78, 79], the capture at the in-
tersection point, where the respective capture rate equals the emission rate
(see section 3.5), dominates the inverse time constant of the capacitance
transient. Therefore the inverse time constant is equal to the thermal emis-
sion rate of the captured charge carriers, so that this technique under these
assumptions is capable to determine the activation energy of a deep level as
well. The authors also indicate a higher spatial resolution which makes the
method appropriate for concentration profiling, too.

4.3.4 Evaluation with a weighting function

After the actual DLTS measurement, majority carrier, minority carrier DLTS
or reverse bias DLTS, the obtained capacitance transients for different tem-
peratures have to be evaluated in terms of determination of the temperature
dependent emission rates. As one deals with data that corresponding to
equations (4.11) and (4.15) show exponential behavior, a simple exponential
fit should be enough to determine the parameters of interest (initial ampli-
tude and emission or capture rate). However, in real samples it can happen
that the capacitance transient is a sum of signals from several different traps.
So, a more general ansatz like the inverse Laplace transform appears more
appropriate [80, 81]. There actually exist several algorithms and full pro-
grams for this task [82]. However, there are several constraints that have to
be considered and are experimentally sometimes not very easy to meet. For
example, the transients have to be recorded until complete decay, which can
be sometimes very time consuming [81]. Then, the data points sometimes
have to be equally spaced [83], which — especially if the first constraint shall
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be fulfilled — requires storage of large amounts of data. Constant offsets
can also be problematic, and they can not completely be prohibited in a real
experiment. Another important constraint is that the capacitance transient
can only be evaluated, if the transients that contribute to the measured ca-
pacitance signal have the same sign [82]. One might now say that at least for
majority carrier DLTS measurements, this should be no problem, but as real
samples are often not ideal, this condition can not always be met. In short,
elaborate high resolution evaluation procedures are also more susceptible to
errors. So, a quite old but also quite stable procedure was chosen.

The data evaluation with help of a so called weighting function has been
used since the beginning of DLTS investigations [75]. As the concept could be
applied already during the actual measurement, only the result of the evalua-
tion had to be stored on a computer and not the whole capacitance transient,
which at this time was an important reduction of disk space consumption.
The principle can be described as follows. The capacitance transient obtained
from experiment is multiplied by a correlation function, integrated over the
period of this function and normalized to it. There exist many different
weighting functions with different resolution, called filter orders, and signal
to noise ratios (S/N) [84]. Within this thesis, the ”double boxcar weighting
function with optimized time delay td“ was applied as appropriate compro-
mise between resolution and (S/N) ratio. In this case, the evaluated DLTS
signal is obtained as:

S(T, tc) = t−1
c

∫ td+0.1tc

td

∆C(t)

C
dt−

∫ td+tc

td+0.9tc

∆C(t)

C
dt. (4.19)

The procedure is repeated for different periods tc. The result of this eval-
uation is visualized in figure 4.6. The DLTS signal S(T, tc) basically gives in
principle the difference in transient values for two small time windows. The
signal is maximum when the transient decays almost completely during tc.
The delay td between the end of the voltage pulse (t = 0) and the beginning
of the transient evaluation provides a better resolution. For the double box-
car function it should be chosen such that td/tc = 0.131. The maximum in
the S(T, tc) versus temperature graph indicates the temperature, where the
inverse time constant of the charge carriers emitted from the specific trap
level is proportional to tc (τ−1

max = en/p = 1.996tc). These temperature de-
pendent emission rates obtained from S(T ) vs. T graphs of different periods
of the weighting function are then utilized to build an Arrhenius diagram as
described in section 3.5. The sign of the capacitance transients evaluated is
retained: majority carrier trap signals give a negative peak, minority carrier
deep levels a positive one. The peak amplitude is also proportional to the one
of the capacitance transient (S(T ) = 0.058(∆C/C)), so that the deep level
concentration can be calculated using equation 4.13, too. The DLTS peaks
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Figure 4.6: Presentation of the evaluation process of capacitance transients at
different temperatures using the double boxcar weighting function. The time in-
tervals t1 and t2 are assumed infinitely small. (The schematic is taken from Lang
et al. [75] with slight modifications.)

in these spectra have a defined broadness. The full width at half height of
the maximum or minimum is for the double boxcar function with optimized
time delay:

∆T

T
=

ln(16.5)

2 + Ea/(kT )
(4.20)

where Ea is (Ec −Et) and (Et −Ev), respectively. For most traps, ∆T/T is
about 0.1.

One additional remark has to be made concerning the evaluation of minor-
ity carrier DLTS experiments. As already mentioned in the previous section,
this specific experimental technique can detect majority and minority car-
rier traps. This means for the respective DLTS signal versus temperature
spectra, that they are actually a sum of majority carrier and minority carrier
response. So, to extract the pure minority carrier spectrum, the majority
carrier spectrum actually has to be subtracted from it. However, in prac-
tice, it is not very easy to determine the initial number of traps occupied by
minority carriers as this depends on minority and majority carrier rates (see
equations (3.14). This means that not necessarily all traps become occupied
even for long enough duration of the voltage pulses and quantitative results
can be considered only as good guesses.
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4.3.5 Non-exponential transients

For the deriviation of the analytic equations describing the thermally stimu-
lated emission of charge carriers in a DLTS experiment, a single defect level
with a defined emission rate was assumed. However, experimental data do
often deviate from a mono-exponential decay. In the DLTS signal versus
temperature graphs, this kind of transients leads to broadened peaks which
have a width larger than approximately 0.1 (see equation (4.20)). There are
many fold attempts to explain this behavior. In the following, some of them
should be addressed.

Large trap concentrations

As already indicated in section 4.3.1, equations (4.11) and (4.15) are only
valid for small trap concentrations. If this is not the case, the capacitance
transient is non-exponential until the density of charge carriers that are about
to be emitted from the trap level becomes small (as a lot of charge carriers
have already been emitted), so that Nt << N+ is valid again. (In contrast to
that, voltage transients which are obtained keeping the depletion capacitance
constant show exponential behavior irrespective of the deep level concentra-
tion.) This seems to cause some problems concerning the data evaluation,
because the method to utilize a weighting function to determine the inverse
time constant of a capacitance transient was originally developed only for
data with exponential behavior. However, Cohen and Lang [85] showed, that
even for Nt ≈ N+, the evaluation of transients using the boxcar weighting
function is an appropriate procedure to determine the trap parameters. Con-
cerning the trap concentrations, the correct order of magnitude is obtained
utilizing equation 4.13.

Alloy broadening

If the semiconductor material is an alloy for instance of two components
A and B, the local composition is not the same throughout the material
but shows slight compositional variations. These fluctuations lead to locally
varying activation energies of the occurring defects. Omling et al. [86] investi-
gated this phenomenon for GaAs1−xPx and assumed a Gaussian distribution
for the activation energies of the trap levels.

C(t) =

∫ ∞

0

g(Eai)C0 exp[−en/p(Eai)t]dEai (4.21)

with

g(Eai) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
−(Eai − Ea0)

2

2σ2

)
. (4.22)
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Eai is the activation energy varied from zero to ∞, and σ is the standard
deviation and gives a measure of the alloy broadening. Within their model,
they calculated DLTS signal versus temperature spectra for different broad-
ening levels σ (σ = 0 corresponds to a mono-exponential decay) and found,
that irrespective of σ, the peak position stays at the same temperature and
the area under the signal is constant, too. However, the signal amplitude
is reduced due to signal broadening (∆T/T > 0.1). For the determination
of deep level activation energies this means, that even under these condi-
tions, the evaluation of the transient using a weighting function gives the
characteristic trap parameters, which are in this case the mean values for the
respective deep level distribution.

Arbitrary distribution of defects

The Gaussian distribution of deep level activation energies found in the case
of alloy broadening is actually a quite specific case. One can also imagine an
arbitrary distribution of defect states to be present within the band gap, for
instance induced by dislocations [87]. However, even under these conditions,
the analysis of capacitance transients (although they are non-exponential)
using a weighting function give correct results. Cohen and Lang were again
able to demonstrate, that the DLTS versus temperature spectrum is formally
to a certain extend the Laplace transform of the original capacitance tran-
sients [85]. So, not only Gaussian but arbitrary distributions of defect states
are correctly reproduced by this evaluation scheme.

Capture in the Debye tail

Within the depletion region, usually the free carrier density is assumed to
be zero and the free carrier concentration is considered to fall exponentially
off to zero when approaching the edge of the depletion region from the bulk,
which is called the ”Debye tail“ or ”transition region“. However, the tran-
sition from bulk carrier concentration to zero can be considered as quasi
abrupt only, when the difference in bias levels during and after application
of the voltage pulse is sufficiently large, so that the majority of traps that
change occupation during the measurement sequence is located within the
depletion region at reverse bias and in the neutral region during pulse appli-
cation, respectively. Otherwise the non-zero free carrier concentration within
the transition region causes a modification of the inverse time constant of the
capacitance transient. As can be seen from equation (3.16), τ−1 is in general
the sum of all capture and emission rates possible. Only under certain condi-
tions, it can be approximated by en and ep respectively (see section 4.3.1). In
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case of a non-negligible free carrier concentration in the space charge region,
τ−1 is the sum of the capture and emission rate of the respective type of
charge carrier. As the capture rate is directly proportional to the free carrier
concentration, the resulting inverse time constant shows a respective spacial
variation and the measured capacitance transient is a sum of exponential
decays with different inverse time constants [88, 89]. The capture rate is at
maximum at the depletion region edge. The influence of the capture process
on the inverse time constant can be seen from a variation of the height of
the voltage pulse applied: the larger the amplitude of the excitation pulse
(fixed level of reverse bias), the lower is its influence on τ−1 and therewith
the absolute value of the inverse time constant. For the DLTS versus temper-
ature diagram this means a shift of the DLTS peak to lower temperatures,
i.e., smaller activation energies, with increasing height of voltage pulse, if
capture in the Debye tail occurs. A non-negligible capture rate can also be
recognized by a dependence of the signal amplitude ∆C(0)/C on the reverse
bias applied to the device, while keeping the height of the voltage pulse fixed
as shown in reference [88]. An influence of the capture rate can also occur,
when the diode leakage current is non-negligible and therefore the free carrier
concentration is larger than zero in the depletion region [90].

Electric field enhanced emission

The emission rate of a deep level can also be influenced by the potential dif-
ference present over the width of the space charge region extending from its
maximum value at the junction to zero at the edge of the depletion region.
Because of the variation in electric field over the depletion region the emission
rate becomes spatially dependent and the resulting capacitance transient is
therefore a sum of exponential decays with different inverse time constants.
This influence is called ”electric field effect on thermal emission“ [91]. The
actual mechanisms can be divided into three groups: lowering of the poten-
tial wall, wherein the charge carrier is trapped if it occupies a deep level
(the Poole-Frenkel effect), phonon-assisted tunneling and the pure tunneling
effect. In addition to that, the actual form of the potential well, either more
Coulomb-like or Dirac-like well, does play a role, too. A detailed descrip-
tion of this topic is given in [91]. For deep levels in CIGS, it was stated
that phonon-assisted tunneling is the dominant process [92]. To reduce the
electric field effect on the emission rate, it is recommended to use only low
voltage pulses, as then thermal emission only happens further away from the
junction interface, where its influence is only small and about constant due
to the small area of observation. The influence of the electric field on the
emission rate can be determined by application of different heights of voltage
pulse keeping the reverse bias level fixed. An enhancement of the inverse
time constant with increasing pulse height, i.e., a shift of the DLTS peak
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towards higher temperatures or larger activation energies, is characteristic
for this effect.

4.3.6 Devices with non-negligible series resistance

As indicated already in section 4.1, a capacitor connected in parallel to a
resistor is assumed as equivalent circuit for the capacitance measurements
introduced. However, if the series resistance, e.g., the resistance of the neutral
bulk of the device, cannot be neglected for instance because of a low mobility
or small free carrier concentration, especially DLTS measurements can be
problematic, because the assumption of a wrong equivalent circuit can lead to
inversion of the measured DLTS signal and therefore to a wrong assignment
in terms of majority or minority carrier trap. If one compares the diode-
resistance series circuit (Cs − Rs) representation of a device to the diode
parallel circuit (Cp−Rp) representation, the variations δCs and δCp coincide,
when Rs = 0 or Rp = ∞. However, if this is not the case, δCp and δCs are
related to each other in the following way:

δCp

δCs

=
1−Q2

(1 + Q2)2
, (4.23)

where Q is called ”quality factor“ [93] and is given by

Q = ωRsCs. (4.24)

Here, ω is the measurement frequency of the capacitance, Rs and Cs

are the series resistance and capacitance of the device, respectively. The
quality factor serves as a measure, whether the assumed equivalent circuit is
appropriate or not. As long as Q < 1, the sign of the measured capacitance
transient is correct, but the amplitude of the signal might already be reduced.
At Q = 1, the DLTS signal is canceled and for Q > 1, the sign of the signal is
inverted, so that negative majority carrier signals appear as positive minority
carrier traps and vice versa. In practice, there are two options to check
whether a DLTS signal is inverted or not. The first one is the variation of
the measurement frequency. As can be seen from equation (4.24), the higher
the angular frequency, the larger is Q. So when a DLTS signal changes its
direction upon increasing the measurement frequency, the sign obtained at
lower frequency is correct. If the signal direction cannot be changed, then it
has to be already inverted. Another option, which is often more practical,
as capacitance meters usually work at one fixed frequency, is the addition
of a series resistance. The identification of the sign inversion is the same as
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described before. If no sign change can be induced by an additional Rs, then
the signal was already inverted before.

A third option is the evaluation of the time dependent conductance which
is automatically measured in every experiment, too, instead of the capaci-
tance. In contrast to capacitance transients, conductance transients do not
show any sign inversion even if the Rs − Cs equivalent circuit is more ap-
propriate to describe the device under test than the actually applied parallel
equivalent circuit [94]. The transients can be analyzed exactly like the capac-
itance transients using a weighting function to determine the trap parameters
of a deep level from a conductance DLTS (GDLTS) versus temperature dia-
gram. However, the calculation of defect concentrations from the measured
signal amplitudes is not that straightforward as for capacitance transients
[94].

4.3.7 Minority carrier defect signals in majority car-
rier DLTS

The precise separation of majority carrier defects and the sum of minor-
ity and majority carrier response by different measurement techniques, i.e.,
non-injecting and injection voltage pulse, is sometimes confused by leakage
currents. Minority carriers spilling over the potential barrier of a Schottky
barrier, for example, can be trapped in minority carrier defect levels and can
give rise to a minority carrier emission even under non-injection conditions.
This phenomenon was, for example, observed for a n-type silicon/gold Schot-
tky barrier [95]. Minority carrier defect signals in majority carrier DLTS can
also be caused by interface defects or a trap level close to the interface with
large concentration or a band of defect states, provided the quasi-Fermi level
crosses the trap levels or is close to them so that their occupation becomes
voltage dependent even on application of a reverse bias voltage [96].

4.4 Compensation law or Meyer-Neldel rule

The compensation law is a phenomenological relationship found in many
thermally activated processes like diffusion in crystals, electrical conduction
in amorphous semiconductors [97] and also for thermally stimulated emission
of charge carriers from trap states [98]. The rule is often called Meyer-Neldel
rule after Meyer and Neldel [99] who found this behavior for activation of
electric conduction of oxide semiconductors. The rule says that for a process
X0 that can be described by

X = X0exp {−Ea/(kT )} (4.25)
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the preexponential factor X0 and the activation energy Ea are connected by
the following linear equation

ln(X0) = a + bEa. (4.26)

There are different Ansätze in literature to explain the origin of this rela-
tion. Yelon and Movaghar [100] stated that the rule is obeyed by processes
that require large energies compared to the mechanism that provides the
excitation energy. The prefactor X is assumed to be ”proportional to the
number of ways to assemble these excitations“ [100]. In case of carrier emis-
sion, for example, this could be excitation by phonons. For different sets of
defect parameters Ea − ν0 (for a definition, see section 3.5), the obeyment
of the Meyer-Neldel rule is taken as indication of a common origin, i.e., that
despite the different activation energies and prefactors one deals with the
same kind of trap level. (Ea is then Ec − Et and Ev − Et, respectively.)

4.5 The experimental setup

The discussion of the experimental techniques shall now be completed by
a short description of the experimental setup used. For all measurements,
the device under test was mounted in a cryostat. The temperature control
was accomplished by a ”Lakeshore 340“ temperature controller in conjunc-
tion with a closed-cycle helium cooling system. The sample is connected to
the respective measurement instrument via BNC cables. The actual mea-
surements are conducted from a PC by respective Labview measurement
programs. The data are stored on the computer, too. For admittance spec-
troscopy, two different Impedance Gain/Phase Analyzers (Solatron 1260 and
Hewlett Packard 4914A) are utilized. These instruments serve as both, ex-
citation source, i.e., they apply a sinusoidal voltage of adjustable amplitude
to the sample, and as analyzers, i.e., they concurrently measure the resulting
current in a phase sensitive way. The setup for the DLTS investigations is a
little more complex. The heart of the setup is a Boonton 7200 capacitance
bridge that measures the time dependent changes in capacitance and con-
ductance by application of a sinusoidal voltage of small amplitude and high
frequency. To allow for operation in a more sensitive measuring range, the
equilibrium capacitance and conductance are balanced by a home built ca-
pacitance and conductance offset instrument. The voltage pulse that has to
be applied to the device under test is produced by an Agilent 81104A Pulse
Generator. The analog capacitance and conductance data are transformed
into digital form by an ADwin Gold A/D converter and transferred to the
PC. A detailed description of the DLTS setup can be found in [101].
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Experimental Results

In the following a detailed description of the results obtained from admittance
and deep level transient spectroscopy on copper chalcopyrite solar cells with
varying gallium content (GGI) from 0.0 to 1.0 will be given. The chapter
is divided into two parts. In the first, the defect spectra of samples with
different gallium content are described and compared in view of any GGI
dependent changes. The second one deals with the defect signals occurring in
the temperature range below 200 K. Some interesting properties are described
and a peak width analysis is presented.

5.1 Experimental conditions

Typically the measurements were performed in a temperature range from
30 K or 60 K to 350 K. For the AS investigations, an a.c. voltage with an
amplitude of 0.03 V was applied. Concerning the DLTS measurements, the
reverse bias UR was -1.5 V, the amplitude of the voltage pulse U1 superim-
posed to the reverse bias was 1.5 V, and the width of the voltage pulse tp
was 1 s, if not explicitly mentioned. To ensure defined starting conditions,
the samples investigated were almost always annealed 1 h at 350 K in the
dark prior to measurement.

5.2 Defect spectra of the CuIn1−xGaxSe2 alloy

system

The description of the defects occurring is split into two sections. First one
deals with samples with mixed absorber composition, as these samples show
similar defect spectra. Afterwards the deep levels occurring in CuInSe2 and
CuGaSe2 are presented.
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5.2.1 Devices with mixed absorber composition

In majority carrier DLTS performed with a voltage pulse height of U1 = 1.5 V,
only three negative majority carriers signals, i.e., hole traps in these devices,
are observed (see figures 5.1(a) and (b), figure 5.2 and figure 5.3(a)).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a) DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based
solar cell with GGI = 0.28. The parameters are UR = -1.5 V, U1 = 1.5 V and
tp = 1 s. The boxcar frequency was 557.9 Hz. (b) DLTS signal versus temperature
diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with GGI = 0.50. The parameters are
UR = -1.5 V, U1 = 1.5 V and tp = 1 s. The boxcar frequency was 0.7 Hz.

Figure 5.2: DLTS versus temperature diagram for a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cells
with GGI = 0.75 shown for a boxcar frequency equal to 65.0 Hz. The measurement
parameters are the following: UR =-1.5 V, U1 = 1.5 V, tp = 1 s.

The one in the temperature range below 200 K will be named ”H1“, the
other occurring at about 300 K, will be referred to as ”H4“. The third signal
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Majority carrier DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with GGI = 0.10. The parameters are UR = -1.5 V,
U1 = 1.5 V and tp = 1 s. The boxcar frequency was 65.0 Hz. (b) Minority carrier
DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with
GGI = 0.10. The parameters are UR = -1.5 V, U1 = 2.0 V and tp = 1 s. The
boxcar frequency was 389.9 Hz.

called ”H5“ is only partly visible in the temperature range up to 350 K that
is accessible with the experimental setup used. Under injection conditions,
i.e., in minority carrier DLTS when a voltage pulse of U1 = 2.0 V is super-
imposed to UR, a positive electron trap signal ”E6“ develops for all mixed
absorber compositions instead of H5 in about the same temperature range
(see figure 5.3(b)). Mostly the hole trap signal H4 is not visible in these
spectra either, but because the positive signal E6 it very broad, it cannot be
clearly determined, whether an additional electron trap signal is responsible
for it or whether it is E6 alone. Few and far between, the electron defect
signal E6 can also be detected in majority carrier DLTS for samples with
GGI equal to 0.1, although in this mode one should only be able to detect
majority defects. However, such phenomenon was observed earlier in Schot-
tky diodes, too, and assigned to filling of minority carrier traps by leakage
currents [95].

In admittance measurements, only one defect signal is found for the de-
vices with 0 < GGI < 1 as shown in figure 5.4(a). (The low temperature
signal at about 100 K stems from the free charge carrier freeze out.) Com-
paring the AS and DLTS data in one common Arrhenius diagram points out
that the defect detected with admittance spectroscopy corresponds to the
low temperature hole trap H1 as shown in figure 5.4(b). Yet, the Arrhenius
plots are not strictly linear. Especially at lower temperatures, the data ex-
hibit a pronounced curvature which has been attributed to a non-negligible
influence of tunneling in this temperature range [92]. The latter is also re-
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flected by sometimes obviously differing activation energies determined from
AS and DLTS measurements for a respective value of GGI. Therefore the
data are only considered as apparent or effective defect parameters. As the
activation energy of H1 varies in a considerable range for different samples
of a special GGI, but also when comparing the samples of different GGI,
a Meyer-Neldel evaluation was performed to determine, whether the trap
signals detected stem from the same defect. (All activation energies given
within this chapter were calculated neglecting the temperature dependence of
the pre-exponential factor [102].) The respective diagram shown in figure 5.5
gives strong indication of a common origin for the signals investigated. Only
the defect parameters obtained from a fit to the Arrhenius data of admittance
measurements at the six highest temperatures were used for this diagram to
reduce the impact of tunneling contributions. For the same reason, the re-
spective DLTS data were not taken for the graph. From a linear fit the
Meyer-Neldel parameters E0 and ν00 were obtained. The values are 31 meV
and 6.6×107 s−1. These numbers are in good agreement with those from
similar investigations on damp-heat treated and as-grown Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2

based solar cells, respectively. There, E0 was about 29 meV (32 meV) and
ν00 about 1.3×107 s−1 (8×107 s−1) [103, 104].

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: (a) Capacitance (bottom) resp. −ωdC/dω (top) versus temperature
diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with GGI = 0.50 at 9.12 kHz (dark
curves) and 100.00 kHz (gray curves) modulation frequency. (b) Comparison of AS
and DLTS signals of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cells with different gallium content
in one common Arrhenius diagram. Shown are data for the AS signal (triangles)
and the DLTS signals E1 (hexagons) and H1 (stars). The respective samples have
a GGI of 0.10 (full black symbols), 0.28 (full gray symbols), 0.50 (open black
symbols), and 0.75 (open gray symbols).

Another aspect that has to be noted concerning H1 is the remarkable be-
havior of the defect signal when changing measurement parameters as length
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Figure 5.5: Meyer-Neldel diagram and linear fit of the defect parameters deter-
mined from admittance spectroscopy for the six highest temperatures.

or height of the voltage pulse applied. The exceptional properties are, in
principle, observed for devices of all GGI values examined. A detailed de-
scription will be given in section 5.3. However, for completeness of the defect
spectra description, the experimental findings shall be briefly summarized
in this section, too. Depending on the measurement conditions, one detects
either the negative hole trap signal H1 or a positive electron trap signal at
slightly lower temperatures (which is called ”E1“) or a combination of both.
The trap signals E1 and H1 mostly show quite similar deep-level parameters.
Taking further into account that in admittance only one trap signal could be
observed, it is possible that these two signals of opposite sign belong to the
same defect. However, the reason for the complex defect behavior observed
in various measurements remains unknown so far.

5.2.2 CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 based devices

The AS spectra of the devices with CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 absorbers show two
defect signals (see figures 5.6(a) and (b)). For CIS, the defects have activation
energies ranging from about 170 meV to 350 meV and about 510 meV to
710 meV (named ”a“ and ”b“, respectively). The defects detected for CGS
exhibit activation energies extending from about 90 meV to 130 meV and
290 meV to 310 meV (called ”c“ and ”d“, respectively).

Concerning the DLTS measurements performed on CIS based devices, the
defect signals E1/H1, H4 and H5, already known from the mixed absorber
compositions, are also present. The low temperature signals E1/H1 again
correspond to the defect b seen in AS. Additionally, the samples exhibit one
more trap signal in DLTS: an electron trap, called ”E3“, at about 250 K
(figure 5.7(a)). As the latter minority carrier signal is in close vicinity to
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: (a) Capacitance (bottom) resp. −ωdC/dω (top) versus temperature
diagram of a CuInSe2 based solar cell at 2.51 kHz (dark curves) and 30.20 kHz
(gray curves) modulation frequency. (b) Capacitance (bottom) resp. −ωdC/dω

(top) versus temperature diagram of a CuGaSe2 based solar cell at 9.12 kHz (dark
curves) and 100.00 kHz (gray curves) modulation frequency.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: (a) DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a CuInSe2 based
solar cell. The parameters are UR = -1.5 V, U1 = 1.5 V and tp = 1 s. The
boxcar frequency was 159.2 Hz. (b) DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of
a CuGaSe2 based solar cell. The parameters are UR = -1.5 V, U1 = 1.5 V and
tp = 1 s. The boxcar frequency was 1.8 Hz.

the hole trap (H4), one observes a scatter in activation energies for these
two signals. Especially, those for the signal E3 are actually too large to be
realistic. Drawing the data of these DLTS signals together with the defect
state b detected by AS in one common Arrhenius diagram, it seems to be
likely that b either corresponds to E3 or H4 (see figure 5.8). Unfortunately,
a more precise assignment is not possible. The high temperature defect
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of AS and DLTS signals of CuInSe2 based solar cells
in one common Arrhenius diagram. For each defect signal b, E3 and H4, the
results from three different measurements are shown to demonstrate the problem
of assigning the admittance signal b either to E3 or H4.

signal E6 cannot be clearly seen in CIS. However, this might be due to
the large amplitude of the defect signal H5 even in minority carrier DLTS
so that E6 might be visible only at temperatures higher than 350 K. One
comment has to be made on H4 and H5: although in CIS the respective
signals occur at slightly lower temperatures compared to the mixed absorber
compositions, these defect signals are very likely to coincide with those found
for the other GGI values as the temperature shift compared to the mixed
absorber compositions can be attributed to the influence of the additional
defect signal E3 and/or the different amplitude ratio of the defects.

In the CGS samples, the defect signals H4, H5, and E6 are observed as
shown in figure 5.7(b). The high temperature electron trap (E6) is here also
seen under non-injection conditions, i.e., in majority carrier DLTS. Again,
a small shift of H4 and H5 to lower temperatures as observed in the CIS
samples is found. The electron trap signal E1 is visible, too, but again
only in measurements with small voltage pulse height (0.3 V). Yet, the trap
signal H1 cannot be detected in the CGS samples because it is covered by an
additional hole trap ”H2“. Comparison of AS and DLTS data demonstrate
that the trap signal E1 corresponds to the defect signal c found in AS whereas
the DLTS signal H2 coincides with signal d detected by AS. This issue will be
presented in detail in section 5.3.3 and is here just mentioned for a complete
description of the defect spectra in general.

The sign of all defect signals occurring in DLTS was verified by evaluation
of transient conductance data in order to exclude any signal inversion. In
contrast to capacitance transients which can give a false sign due to a non-
negligible series resistance, the respective conductance values are not affected
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in this way and therefore give the correct sign [94]. Table 5.1 summarizes the
proceeding description and gives the ranges of activation energies determined
for the respective defects.

Table 5.1: Summary of the defect signals from AS and DLTS measurements
detected for different absorber compositions. If possible the range of activation
energy determined is given. The symbols ”x“ and ”-“ indicate, that a distinct
defect does occur and does not occur, respectively.

DLTS
GGI E1/H1 H2 E3 H4 H5/E6

0.00 x/x - x x x/-
0.10 x/x - - (x) (x/x)
0.28 x/x - - (x) x/x
0.50 x/x - - (x) (x/x)
0.75 x/x - - (x) (x/x)
1.00 x/- x - x x/x

Ea(DLTS) 30 - 280/ 220 - 860 - 470 - 700-1340/
[meV] 50 -280 310 1280 850 880-1290

AS
Ea(AS)
[meV] 90–350 290–310 510-710+ -

(): Ea could not be determined for this GGI
+: AS signal only for GGI = 0.00

5.3 The defect signals below 200 K

As already indicated briefly in the preceding section, the two defect signals
E1 and H1 which occur in the temperature range T < 200 K exhibit some
remarkable properties. At first, these are described for copper chalcopyrite
solar cells with GGI smaller than 1.0, as there, the exceptional behavior
is clearly seen. Secondly, the CuGaSe2 samples are considered, where an
additional signal somewhat covers the properties of interest. Lastly, a peak
width analysis on E1 and H1 is presented.

5.3.1 CuInSe2 and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorbers with differ-
ent gallium content

The exceptional behavior of the defect signals E1 and H1 are revealed in
several experiments by variation of a certain measurement parameter like
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reverse bias level UR, height of the superimposed voltage pulse U1 or length
of the voltage pulse tp. Additionally, detailed examination of the change
in capacitance during the whole measurement procedure was performed, in
”conventional“ DLTS and RDLTS mode.

Variation of the reverse bias voltage UR

The variation of the reverse bias level UR, while keeping the voltage pulse
height U1 fixed, is actually a method to determine concentration profiles
of trap levels using DLTS [74]. The space charge region is scanned using
different levels of reverse bias and a constant, relatively small height of voltage
pulses. Furtheron, this kind of experiment will be called ”UR variation“. The
results from these measurements can be described as follows: irrespective of
the level of reverse bias voltage which was varied from -0.3 V to -1.5 V, always
a minority carrier signal was detected as shown in figure 5.9(a). This positive
signal is named E1. The amplitude of the trap signal somewhat decreases
with increasing reverse bias. The bias dependence is probably due to a non-
negligible width of the transition region λ between the space charge region
and the bulk which can lead to the aforementioned behavior [77]. It should
be noted that a relatively small voltage pulse U1 of 0.3 V was applied, as this
will be important for a comparison of the UR variation to the measurement
described in the next section.

Variation of the voltage pulse height U1

In another experiment, the height of the voltage pulse is varied, and the re-
verse bias level is kept fixed (called ”U1 variation“ in the following). This is
an alternative technique to investigate concentration depth profiles of deep
levels [74]. The observation volume within the space charge region is in-
creased from the depletion region edge towards the p-n junction interface
with increasing height of voltage pulse. A plot of the signal amplitude ver-
sus height of the voltage pulse therefore provides insight into a deep level
concentration profile. A linear behavior, for instance, indicates a profile pro-
portional to the doping profile of the sample. Generally, the DLTS versus
temperature spectra obtained at different heights of the voltage pulse show
the following behavior (see figure 5.9(b)): If the voltage pulse applied is rela-
tively small, the positive signal E1 is detected. With increasing pulse height,
the minority carrier signal decreases, and a majority carrier signal (named
H1 as mentioned in section 5.2) starts to grow in. This ”pulse height de-
pendent sign change“ occurs within a relatively small range of voltage pulse
heights, mostly a few tenth of millivolts. It should be noted, that the phe-
nomena described, in principle, are observed for samples of all GGI values
investigated. However, for the solar cells with GGI equal to 0.28, the pulse
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: (a) DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based
solar cell with GGI = 0.10 under variation of the reverse bias from - 0.3 V to -
1.5 V (∆UR = 0.3 V). The parameters U1= 0.3 V and tp = 1 s were kept constant.
The boxcar frequency was 159.2 Hz. The spectra were shifted for clarity. (b)
DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with
GGI = 0.50 under variation of the voltage pulse height U1 from 0.3 V to 1.5 V
(∆U1 = 0.3 V). The parameters UR = -1.5 V and tp = 1 s were kept constant.
The boxcar frequency was 159.2 Hz.

height dependent sign change is often not completed for U1 equal to 1.5 V.
That means, besides signal H1, the defect signal E1 is still observed at this
voltage pulse height, whereas for devices of other GGI, E1 has vanished, and
H1 is exclusively detected. The striking aspect of the defect parameters is
that the values obtained for the minority and the majority carrier trap are
quite similar. The apparent activation energies Ea for the minority carrier
signal (determined at U1 equal to 0.3 V) and the majority carrier signal (at
U1 equal to 1.5 V) are listed in table 5.2. The actual activation energies
should again be taken only as approximate or apparent values, as sometimes
the signals can be evaluated only in a narrow temperature range and the
temperature dependence of the pre-exponential factor was neglected. In AS
measurements performed on the respective samples, only one defect level was
revealed as shown in figure 5.4(a).

Variation of the voltage pulse length tp

As third variation measurement, the pulse length was varied at a certain
height of voltage pulse. This method will be called “tp variation“ in the
following. A measurement with U1 equal to 0.48 V shows figure 5.10(a). For
a short voltage pulse, the signal H1 dominates the spectrum. With increasing
pulse length, the negative signal decreases, and the positive signal E1 comes
into play. The general trend, i.e., a decrease in H1 respectively an increase
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Table 5.2: Activation energies of the defect signals E1, H1 and H2 determined
by DLTS for different absorber compositions. In the CGS samples, signal H1

is probably covered by the additional defect H2 and, therefore, cannot be
detected (see paragraph 5.3.3).

GGI Ea(E1) [meV] Ea(H1) [meV] Ea(H2)
0.00 220-280 220-280 –
0.10 60-80 70-100 –
0.28 30-50 50-60 –
0.50 150-190 150-180 –
0.75 120-160 130-170 –
1.00 100-140 – 290-310

in E1 with increasing pulse length is observed for all heights of the voltage
pulse, even if the sign change does not occur (not shown).

Observation of the voltage pulse

In addition to the experiments described so far, the changes in the sample
capacitance not only after perturbation by the voltage pulse, but also during
its application were monitored. The latter was done for the U1 and the tp
variation measurements at a distinct temperature. In figure 5.10(b), the time
development of the changes in device capacitance ∆C before (t < 10−3 s),
during (10−3 s ≤ t ≤ 1 s) and after (t > 1 s) application of the voltage pulse
is shown. Before pulse application and long time afterwards, ∆C approaches
the same level which indicates that the perturbation induced by the voltage
pulse is reversible. (The deviation of ∆C from zero before perturbation
and after return to equilibrium, respectively, stems from imperfect balancing
the sample’s equilibrium capacitance and the limited reading of this residual
capacitance offset.) However, the most remarkable aspect is the development
of ∆C during the voltage pulse application. Usually, at the beginning of the
voltage pulse, one expects an abrupt rise in capacitance due to the reduced
potential difference which is followed by an exponential decay in case of
capture of majority carriers and an exponential saturation in case of capture
of minority carriers, respectively. In contrast to that, the experimental data
in figure 5.10(b) show, that ∆C abruptly falls to values smaller than zero
and then increases steadily during the filling process.

In another experiment, the temporal development of the device capaci-
tance in the reverse bias DLTS mode was compared with conventional ma-
jority carrier DLTS measurements. In reverse DLTS (abbreviated RDLTS),
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: (a) DLTS signal versus temperature diagram of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2

based solar cell with GGI = 0.10 under variation of the pulse length tp from
10−4 s to 1 s. The parameters UR = -1.5 V and U1 =0.48 V were kept constant.
The boxcar frequency was 159.2 Hz. (b) Time dependent changes in capacitance of
a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell at 120 K with GGI = 0.50 before (0 s to 10−3 s),
during (10−3 s to ≈ 1 s) and after (t > 1 s) application of the voltage pulse.
The voltage pulse height U1 was varied from 0.61 V to 0.69 V (∆U1 = 0.02 V);
the parameters UR = -1.5 V and tp = 1 s were kept constant. Note the unusual
decrease in capacitance (∆C < 0 pF) immediately after voltage pulse application.
(The overshoot at the beginning of the voltage pulse is due to the dead time of
the capacitance bridge.)

one increases the reverse bias level (we always refer to the absolute value of
reverse bias) during application of the voltage pulse. Therefore, traps are
emptied and, after its application, one actually observes recapture of charge
carriers [78]. Such procedure exactly corresponds to the opposite of the con-
ventional DLTS technique, where the thermally activated emission of charge
carriers is monitored after filling these traps by reduction of the bias level.
The only difference between those measurement techniques is that, because
of the opposite direction of the voltage pulse applied, one observes the dif-
ferent processes at different times of the measurement sequence: increase in
bias level takes place, for example, in RDLTS during the first part of the
experiment, i.e., the actual application of the voltage pulse, whereas in con-
ventional DLTS it is related to the second part of the experiment, i.e., the
time interval after voltage pulse application.

The capacitive detection of the whole voltage pulse sequence in one RDLTS
measurement reveals that the changes correspond to those observed in the
conventional DLTS experiment: If the increase in reverse bias level is small
(see figure 5.11(a): RDLTS: part 1 of the experiment; DLTS: part 2 of the
experiment), one observes a reduction of the capacitance which corresponds
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: (a) Time development of the capacitance of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based
solar cell with GGI = 0.75 during and after application of a voltage pulse with small
amplitude; upper diagram: RDLTS, lower one: DLTS. The parameters UR = -
1.5 V, U1 = 0.3 V, and tp =1 s (DLTS) resp. UR = 0 V, U1 = -0.3 V, and tp =1 s
(RDLTS) were kept constant. The temperature was 120 K. (b) Time development
of the capacitance of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with GGI = 0.75 during and
after application of a voltage pulse with large amplitude; upper diagram: RDLTS,
lower one: DLTS. The parameters UR = -1.5 V, U1 = 1.5 V, and tp =1 s (DLTS)
resp. UR = 0 V, U1 = -1.5 V, and tp =1 s (RDLTS) were kept constant. The
temperature was 120 K.

to emission of minority carriers. If the increase in reverse bias is relatively
large (see figure 5.11(b): RDLTS: part 1 of the experiment; DLTS: part 2 of
the experiment), an increase in capacitance is monitored which corresponds
to emission of majority carriers. After reduction of the reverse bias level, one
always detects a capture of minority carriers, i.e., an increase in capacitance,
irrespective of the pulse height (see figures 5.11(a) and (b): RDLTS: part 2
of the experiment; DLTS: part 1 of the experiment).

5.3.2 Check of signal direction

As the leakage current of the copper chalcopyrite solar cells investigated
does not saturate but increases steadily with increasing reverse bias level,
the direction of the measured capacitance transients was checked to exclude
any sign inversion to be responsible for unexpected results described before,
for example the different results from UR and U1 variation and the unusual
behavior in the tp variation experiment.

In contrast to section 5.2, where the conductance transients were con-
sulted, this time an additional resistance Rs connected in series to the device
under test was used (see section 4.3.6). The result is shown in figure 5.12(a)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: (a) Capacitance transient of a solar cell with GGI = 0.28 after appli-
cation of a 0.3 V high voltage pulse without (black curve) and with an additional
series resistance of 700 Ω. The temperature was 60 K, the reverse bias voltage
UR was -1.5 V and the length of the voltage pulse tp was 1 s. (b) Capacitance
transient of a solar cell with GGI = 0.50 after application of a 1.5 V high voltage
pulse without (black curve) and with an additional series resistance of 700 Ω. The
temperature was 150 K, the reverse bias voltage UR was -1.5 V and the length of
the voltage pulse tp was 1 s.

for the signal E1 testing a solar cells with GGI equal to 0.28 and in figure
5.12(b) for the signal H1 from a solar cell with GGI = 0.50. The positive
and the negative capacitance transient, respectively, could be inverted by
addition of a series resistance. This means, that the original sign of these
transients is correct and a non-negligible series resistance as explanation for
the exceptional properties found can be excluded.

5.3.3 CuGaSe2 absorbers

Solar cells with CuGaSe2 absorber, in principle, exhibit properties similar to
those stated for the samples with absorber layer of lower gallium content,
but there the situation appears to be more complicated. The DLTS spectra
obtained under variation of UR or U1 are comparable to the respective ones
for the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and CuInSe2 samples. The only difference is that, even
for small voltage pulse levels, both a minority carrier and a majority carrier
signal are detected. The apparent activation energy for the positive signal
is about 100 meV to 140 meV. However, as the signal has a fairly small
amplitude and can be evaluated just in a narrow temperature range, these
values for Ea should be only taken as approximate ones. For the majority
trap level, Ea is about 220 meV to 310 meV. As indicated in section 5.2.2,
the trap signal shall be named ”H2“, as later it will become clear that the
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signal is different from H1.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.13: (a) Capacitance (bottom) resp. -ωdC/dω (top) versus temperature
diagram gained from AS on a CuGaSe2 based solar cell at 9.12 kHz (dark curves)
and 100.00 kHz (gray curves) modulation frequency. (b) Comparison of AS and
DLTS signals of a CuGaSe2 based solar cell in one common Arrhenius diagram.
The data indicate that the high temperature AS signal d (open squares) and the
additional majority carrier DLTS signal H2 (full squares) belong to the same defect.
The same seems to hold for the AS signal c (open circles) and the DLTS signal
E1 (full circles). However, the defect signal H1 cannot be evaluated in CuGaSe2

based solar cells due to an overlap with signal H2.

A closer look at the shape of the negative peak gives rise to the assumption
that it actually consists of at least two different negative signal components
or exhibits a tail-like distribution of trap states towards higher energy. The
corresponding AS measurements confirm this notion, concerning H1 and H2.
The AS spectrum (see figure 5.13(a) exhibits two trap levels that are quite
close to each other. For the one developing at lower temperatures (called ”c“
in figure 5.13(a), an activation energy Ea ranging from about 110 meV to
120 meV was determined. The activation energy of the other one (called ”d“)
ranges from about 290 meV to 310 meV. Plotting the trap level parameters
from AS and DLTS measurements in one common Arrhenius diagram, it is
very likely that both the trap level d and the negative DLTS signal H2 do
belong to the same defect (see figure 5.13(b)). The same holds for trap level
c and signal E1 detected via AS and DLTS, respectively. If one considers
now that for the devices with mixed absorber composition, only one defect
signal was detected which coincides with the DLTS defect signals E1 and
H1, it becomes clear that H2/d has to be an additional defect occurring
exclusively in the CGS samples investigated. The above comparison leads to
the conclusion that the minority carrier signal E1 and the defect c correspond
to the trap level with the interesting features mentioned above, whereas signal
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H2 and the defect level d represent an additional majority carrier defect that
partially covers the aforementioned properties of the other defect signal, for
instance, the pulse height dependent sign change.

5.3.4 Peak width analysis

For the defect signals E1 and H1, a peak width analysis was performed. These
are the only ones that are clearly visible and appropriately separated for all
GGI. However, in the case of CGS, the procedure could not be carried out
for H1, as the signal is not detected in these samples. There are also only
few data available for the analysis of E1 as the signal is sometimes too small
to be analyzed in CGS.

Theoretically, the evaluation of exponential DLTS transients applying the
boxcar weighting function leads to DLTS signals with a relative peak width
of

∆T/Tmax = ln(16.5)/(2 + Ea/(kT )) (5.1)

which is usually ≈ 0.1, as described in section 4.3.4.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: (a) Peak width versus GGI diagram for the defect signal E1. The
data are shown for three different boxcar frequencies: 426.5 Hz (squares), 121.7 Hz
(triangles), 59.4 Hz (crosses). (b) Peak width versus GGI diagram for the defect
signal H1. The data are shown for three different boxcar frequencies: 426.5 Hz
(circles), 121.7 Hz (crosses), 59.4 Hz (triangles).

If the transient for some reason is non-exponential, the DLTS peaks width
is larger than the theoretical value calculated from the equation above. So,
the relative peak width provides a measure to evaluate the degree of “non-
exponentiality“ of a defect emission signal. The results are shown in figures
5.14(a) and (b) as relative peak width versus GGI diagrams for three different
boxcar frequencies. Both graphs indicate some change in relative peak width
with gallium content: the maximum peak width is observed at GGI equal
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to 0.28 for both trap signals, E1 and H1. However, if one looks at the ratio
of experimental and theoretical peak width calculated from the temperature
at the peak extrema and the determined activation energies, a somewhat
different result is obtained. As shown in figure 5.15(a), no clear dependence of
the normalized relative peak width on the gallium content can be determined,
for all GGI peak broadening, i.e. a normalized peak width larger than one,
is found. Yet, a pronounced scatter in values, especially for the signal E1 at
GGI equal to 0.0, has to be stated, so that the extend of peak broadening is
hard to analyze.

In contrast to that, a slight dependence on the gallium to gallium plus
indium ratio is visible for the apparent activation energies of E1 and H1

determined from the same DLTS measurements. A decrease in activation
energy is observed up to a GGI of 0.28 with increasing gallium content. For
a GGI of 0.50, Ea rises a little again and then level off at a certain value for
gallium contents larger than 0.50. However, a slight reduction in activation
energy for GGI larger than 0.50 is visible. However, this might be caused by
the scatter in values determined.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: (a) Relative peak width normalized to the respective theoretical
value (calculated using equation 4.20) versus GGI diagram for the defect signals
E1(grey symbols) and H1 (black symbols). The data are shown for three different
boxcar frequencies: 426.5 Hz (triangles), 121.7 Hz (stars), 59.4 Hz (crosses). (b)
Activation energies versus GGI diagram for the defect signals E1 (grey circles)
and H1 (black crosses).
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Chapter 6

Discussion

Within this chapter, the experimental results presented before are discussed.
For clarity the different issues are addressed again in separate sections. Firstly,
the defect spectra in general are dealt with. Here, the discussion also includes
earlier results reported in literature and compares them to the experimental
findings obtained within this thesis. The second part provides a detailed
discussion about the origin of exactly these trap signals. The last section is
about peak broadening found for the defect signals E1 and H1.

6.1 The defect spectra of the In-Ga alloy sys-

tem

In the following the experimental findings presented shall be compared to
earlier measurements reported. First of all, the defect signals E1 and H1 are
looked at.

In literature, mostly the minority carrier trap signal E1 was observed
exclusively. It is often referred to as N1 or β [65, 105, 106]. Thermal acti-
vation energies in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 eV were reported. In addition to
the unusual observation of a minority carrier trap signal in majority carrier
DLTS, i.e. without injection of minority carriers, DLTS and AS investiga-
tions showed that the apparent activation energy of this trap level changes
depending on the treatment applied to the device under test prior to the
measurement. Such a pretreatment can be annealing or illumination of the
sample or application of a bias voltage to it. These experimental findings
led to the interpretation of this defect signal as a band of interface defects
where the Fermi level is pinned at the interface, i.e. the shift in Fermi level
position is only small even if the change in bias level is comparably large.
Within this frame, the pretreatments were believed to cause a respective
shift in Fermi level position and therewith induce the observed changes in
activation energy [8, 106, 107]. However, there are also some experimental
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findings that contradict the above mentioned interpretation. If one deals
with an interface defect in an AS measurement, the high frequency value of
capacitance corresponds to the total width of the depletion region whereas
the height of this capacitance step gives the width of the depletion layer in
the n-type region of the device (for the CIGS solar cell structure) [107]. Yet,
for the CIGS solar cells, the respective experimental data give an irrealistic
large extension of the space charge region into the n-type region [67, 108].
Moreover, an influence of this defect signal (N1, β) on the doping profile was
found. These two aspects are more consistent with a bulk than an interface
defect [67]. To solve this problem, dealing on the one hand presumably with
a bulk defect but observing pretreatment dependent changes in activation
energies on the other hand, Igalson and Edoff [109] proposed that there exist
two charge states of the above mentioned low temperature defect level, where
the second state in most samples is only visible after electron injection by
application of a forward bias or illumination.
Coming now to H1, it can be said that the negative majority signal is only
rarely reported [110]. Within the article from Deibel et al. [110], the defect
signal is called ”γ“ and interpreted as trap level independent of E1. The
coupling between E1 and H1 observed within this thesis has not yet been
observed.

After summarizing the aspects known about these defect signals in lit-
erature so far, they shall be critically analyzed. Because of the exceptional
behavior of E1 and H1 described in sections 5.2 and 5.3, their interpretation
as two independent defects can be excluded. In fact, the situation seems
to be way more complex than the issue whether one deals with an interface
or a bulk related defect, as a mechanism has to be found than can account
for the sign inversion observed. Neglecting that the ansatz from Igalson and
Edoff does not deal with H1 either, their interpretation of the positive trap
signal as defect level with two different charge states could explain the large
range of activation energies obtained for samples with one distinct GGI (see
section 5.2). On the other hand, this model is contradictory to the fact that
the defect parameters extracted from AS measurements presented within this
thesis fulfill the Meyer-Neldel relation, as demonstrated in figure 5.5. So, this
aspect still remains an open question, too. However, the key prerequisite is
surely to solve the issue of the sign change. Only then, the origin of the
defect signals can be clarified. A detailed discussion of possible mechanisms
will be given in section 6.2.

Secondly, we concentrate on H2. In earlier AS and DLTS measurements,
a majority carrier defect named N2 was found in CIS, CIGS, and CGS based
solar cells. The corresponding deep level exhibited activation energies similar
to those found for the trap signal H2. Hence, it is likely that trap H2 coincides
with defect N2 [65, 106, 111]. Some tail-like extension to midgap reported
for N2 could at least qualitatively be detected in our measurements, too
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[65]. However, it has to be noted that H2 (or N2) is exclusively visible in the
CGS samples investigated within this thesis whereas N2 was observed in CIS,
CIGS and CGS samples. Yet, this might be due to an improved quality of
the absorber material as the concentration of N2 was found to be correlated
with the solar cell efficiency [66].

Concerning the defect signals E3 and H4, no comment on these signals
could be found in literature. Therefore they seem to be detected for the first
time.

Now, the trap signals H5 and E6 are addressed. In earlier DLTS mea-
surements on CIGS based solar cells with GGI equal to 0.3, an electron and
a hole trap signal were observed in about the same temperature range, too
[110, 112]. The defect energies determined for the positive and the negative
signal were both about 550 meV, so it was assumed that they stem from the
same defect level, i.e., from a recombination center [110]. Photocapacitance
measurements performed for Cu-chalcopyrite based solar cells covering the
whole In-Ga alloy range revealed a high temperature defect signal with acti-
vation energy of about 800 meV [113]. As the latter moves closer to midgap
with increasing band gap of the absorber layer (EG(CIS) = 0.98 eV whereas
EG(CGS) = 1.66 eV [3]), the authors proposed that it might become an
efficient recombination center in samples with higher gallium content. Tak-
ing the experience that the determination of activation energies – at least
in DLTS for the high temperature signals – can be somewhat difficult into
account, it is possible that the mentioned experimental findings, although
they give quite different numbers for the activation energies, describe the
same defect level. Despite the fact, that the activation energies determined
within this thesis cover a broad range of values, the other properties of these
signals, e.g., their occurrence in about the same temperature range and the
replacement of H5 by E6 observed for the mixed absorber compositions, in-
dicate that these high temperature defect signals coincide with those already
described in literature.

Generally, the deep levels present in the indium-gallium alloy range can
be described as follows: For the mixed absorber compositions, in principle,
the same defects are present. These are the low temperature signals E1

/H1, the properties of which are not yet understood, and the three high
temperature trap signals H4, H5, and E6. The defect signals H5 and E6 do
very likely represent a recombination center. The ”edge compositions” CIS
(GGI = 0) and CGS (GGI = 1) exhibit somewhat different defect spectra.
Concerning any systematic gallium dependent changes in defect spectra, the
investigations did not reveal any new detrimental defect which might cause
the (momentarily still) lower efficiencies of CIGS based solar cells with higher
gallium content. In view of the ”open circuit voltage problem“ of devices with
GGI > 0.3 the investigations lead to the conclusion that the bulk of the
absorber material is not decisive concerning the sublinear increase in VOC .
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6.2 The trap signals E1 and H1

Considering the contradictory results from the two different defect concen-
tration profiling techniques (UR and U1 variation), it can be stated that the
results of these measurements cannot be interpreted as concentration gradi-
ents. As there are different puzzling aspects concerning the investigations
presented in section 5.3, they shall be addressed separately.

Starting point is the fact that the trap parameters for the E1 and the H1

signal are quite similar. Either this is just a peculiar incident, because they
influence each other considerably, or these two signals stem from the same
defect level. Nevertheless, in both cases the explanation, why the sign of the
signal changes depending on the measurement parameters, is not straight-
forward. One could argue that the “sign change” of the signals observed is
only an artifact induced by the measurement procedure [93]. However, as
mentioned in section 5.3.2, a misfit of the applied equivalent circuit (a ca-
pacitor in parallel to a resistor) due to a non-negligible series resistance can
be excluded. Several plausibility checks with an additional resistor connected
in series to our device under test demonstrate that the observed pulse height
dependent sign change is definitely not induced by such an effect [114], as
shown in figures 5.12(a) and (b).

Now, the actual emission signal is discussed: If one calculates the changes
in electric field E during the UR and U1 variation measurements, it becomes
clear that E changes much stronger in case of varying the height of the voltage
pulse than it does for the measurements at different levels of reverse bias.
However, the tp variation where the influence of electric field should increase
with increasing voltage pulses due to capture deeper in the depletion region
shows the opposite sign change compared to the U1 variation (see figures
5.9(b), 5.10(a)). Considering these findings, the electric field either is not
the only decisive parameter or it does not play an important role in the
explanation of the observations made on E1 and H1.

From monitoring the course of the filling pulse during U1 variation as
shown in figure 5.10(b), it can be seen that the emission signal developing
after voltage pulse application has to be a superposition of two contributions.
This becomes obvious if one looks at the capacitance transient for U1 equal
to 0.65 V (pronounced dark curve in figure 5.10(b)). Here, the increasing
capacitance during pulse application clearly indicates a transient change in-
duced by the voltage pulse. In contrast to that, the subsequent relaxation
to equilibrium shows almost no fast transient behavior. (The relatively slow
negative contribution to the transient at time scales larger than 1 s is due to
another signal, presumably H4 which occurs at higher temperatures.)

Another aspect that supports the interpretation as signal superposition
is the change in capacitance during voltage pulse application: One always
observes a slow increase in capacitance, corresponding to a capture of mi-
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nority carriers irrespective of the direction of the subsequent emission signal
(minority or majority carrier signal – positive or negative emission transient,
respectively) as shown in figure 5.10(b). This means, in case of negative emis-
sion transients, the capacitance of the sample changes in the same direction
during and after pulse application. Usually the latter is not expected to be
observed in DLTS as charge carriers captured during application of the filling
pulse have to be remitted afterwards, in order to reestablish the starting situ-
ation. Here, the change in capacitance ∆Ct of the sample is a good measure:
comparing the values for ∆C before application of the voltage pulse and after
return to equilibrium, no changes in ∆C due to the measurement cycle could
be detected. As indicated in figure 5.10(b) by the dashed line as guidance for
the eye, the change in capacitance of the device under test before and after
perturbation is zero. Therefore, any irreversible changes can be excluded.
However, due to its dependence on the free carrier concentration, the cap-
ture process is usually much faster than the emission process. At least, when
capture mainly takes place in the neutral region of the device, it is often
too fast to be monitored. Taking these considerations into account, the data
could be explained by the occurrence of two processes, majority carrier and
minority carrier capture, during application of the filling pulse. Here, it is
assumed that the leakage current of the device provides the needed minority
carriers. The majority capture rate would be too fast to be detected by the
DLTS system used for the experiments presented so that only the capture
of electrons is observed as a slow increase in capacitance. This might also
explain why in RDLTS measurements only a minority carrier signal shows
up, whereas in majority carrier DLTS one detects either a majority carrier
or a minority carrier defect signal, depending on the height of the voltage
pulse applied (see part two in figures 5.11(a) and (b)). However, the change
in signal amplitude of E1 on variation of the reverse bias voltage shown in
figure 5.9(a) does not confirm this interpretation: The leakage current and
therewith the minority carrier concentration increases with increasing reverse
bias voltage applied so that the minority carrier signal E1 should govern the
DLTS spectrum when using high voltage pulses. In fact, figure 5.9(a) shows
exactly the opposite behavior.

After having discussed different aspects of the results separately, some
mechanisms addressed in literature will be discussed in view of the exper-
imental findings. Considering the time constants that occur in these mea-
surements, for example about 6 ms at 130 K for the signal E1 resp. at
160 K for the signal H1 in a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cell with GGI equal
to 0.50 (see figure 5.9(b)), mechanisms like formation of new defects can be
excluded, even if one takes into account that for some of them their formation
enthalpies depend on the position of the Fermi level [23]. Defect formation
means that structural changes take place, and these should be much slower
than the time constants observed, especially at temperatures below 200 K.
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Electromigration of copper related defects, i.e., copper vacancies V −
Cu and

copper interstitials Cu+
i , is not very likely to induce the defect signals mea-

sured, either. Reference [115] shows that a persistent increase in device
capacitance ascribed to electric field induced copper migration can, indeed,
be achieved in two minutes at -2 V and 340 K, yet recovery of the original
state is almost completed only after annealing for one hour at 340 K. So,
in the temperature range below 200 K, one does not expect any dynamic
response to the voltage pulses applied that is related to migration of copper.
Referring to the different aspects discussed before, it becomes clear that a
quite complex mechanism might be necessary to explain the experimental
results obtained.

Although several models could be excluded in the preceding section, there
are still two models left that might serve as explanation. However, as the ex-
amination of their validity requires a simulation program that can deal with
capacitance transients which is not yet available, they can only be described
here for future considerations. Both models assume a majority carrier deep
level as original signal and the positive signal as a result of a sign inversion.
The first one deals with an additional space charge capacitance in series to
the ”main“ depletion region. This is an absolutely realistic assumption if one
takes into account that presumably there exists an additional energy barrier
at the back contact that comes into play only at lower temperatures. This
barrier could be either a Schottky barrier at the molybdenum back contact
of the device or an additional p-n junction located between the Cu(In,Ga)Se2

and a MoSe2 layer that develops during deposition of the absorber on the
metal contact [17]. The idea is as follows: There is one defect level that is
present in both space charge regions. If a voltage pulse is applied to the
device under test, the trap occupation becomes — in principle — perturbed
in both space charge regions, so that the resulting capacitance transient from
a DLTS experiment, is actually a sum of two transients, the one stemming
from the main depletion region, the other from the back contact depletion
region. As these space charge regions connected in series are biased in oppo-
site direction, the transients should have opposite signs, too. For instance,
a reduction in reverse bias voltage induces carrier emission from trap states
in the reverse biased space charge region whereas it leads to carrier capture
in the forward biased one. One could now imagine that, depending on the
specific measurement parameters, the one or the other transient dominates
the resulting capacitive response, so that the DLTS signal finally obtained
can be either positive or negative. First checks assuming two capacitors con-
nected in series, where both cause exponential capacitance transients that
have the same time constants, but opposite sign, were performed. The tran-
sients were calculated analytically using equation 4.11 and afterwards added
up in the respective way (1/Cges = 1/Cmain +1/Cback). However, within this
simple check, a pulse height dependent sign change can only be achieved if
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the capacitors have almost the same equilibrium capacitance values. The
latter consequence is not very likely to happen in all devices investigated.
On the other hand, the abrupt decrease in capacitance initially after appli-
cation of the voltage pulse, as shown in figure 5.10(b), could be an indication
for an increasing space charge layer at the back contact. So this possible
explanation shall not be excluded completely, as the model assumed within
the simple simulation so far might be oversimplified.

The second possible explanation shall actually not be described for a
DLTS measurement but an impedance investigation. For this method the
simulation program SCAPS 1-D is available [58]. Using this program, an
inductive current contribution could be modeled under special conditions
[116]. Unfortunately the transfer to transient techniques is momentarily not
possible, as so far, no suitable simulation program is at hand. The descrip-
tion is restricted to the occurrence of negative capacitances in admittance
measurements. The model is based on a leakage current driven by drift and
diffusion that can be influenced by the occupation status of trap states: If
one assumes a compensating majority carrier defect level with concentration
in the same order of magnitude as the doping concentration and a potential
barrier for majority carriers, the occupation of this defect level has a large
influence on the band bending in vicinity of the barrier. Under reverse bias,
the quasi-Fermi level of majority carriers is very close to the trap level in the
near of the potential barrier, so that a small change in bias voltage can lead
to a substantial change in trap occupation and therewith in band bending. If
deep levels become unoccupied in this region, the effective doping decreases
and the band bending is reduced, too. The diminished band bending leads
to an increase in the space charge region extending from the barrier up to the
neutral bulk. For a drift and diffusion driven leakage current, the distance
between the barrier and the neutral bulk that the charge carriers have to
transverse is the limiting factor. If the width of the depletion region is large,
the leakage current is small as only few carriers manage their transition.
However, if the position of the quasi-Fermi level is such that the deep levels
in vicinity of the potential barrier are occupied, then the effective doping
concentration is comparatively high, which leads to large band bending and
therewith to a small width of depletion region. This means a comparatively
large leakage current. Under these conditions, there is a substantial influence
of the occupation status of the deep levels close to the potential barrier on
the magnitude of the leakage current.

Now to the influence of this large compensating trap concentration on an
impedance measurement (see also figure 6.1): Considering an a.c. voltage
with small amplitude applied to a device with the aforementioned properties,
the phase shift of the different current contributions induced by the modula-
tion voltage shall be derived. The change in free carrier density at the edge
of the depletion region δQSCR happens in phase with the a.c. voltage. The
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of how a large defect concentration can influence the
leakage current of a device (driven by drift and diffusion) and induce an inductive
current component.

modulation in occupation of the trap states at the position of the intersection
point between the deep level with the quasi-Fermi level δQtrap for simplicity
is assumed to be in phase with the modulation, too. (See section 4.2 for a
detailed description of the deep level response.) The resulting currents ISCR

and Itrap (as derivatives of the changes in charge with respect to time) are
therefore π/2 ahead of the a.c. voltage. The change in leakage current over
the barrier dIbarrier is now again in phase with the change in ”trap charge“
δQtrap. The resulting total current over the potential barrier Ibarrier is the
time dependent integral of dIbarrier. Ibarrier is therewith π/2 behind dIbarrier

and the phase of the modulation voltage and therefore represents an inductive
current contribution.

Although no final explanation for the peculiar behavior of the defect
signals E1 and H1 can be given, several mechanisms could be excluded in view
of the experimental findings. Referring to the various experiments performed,
further investigations on this topic are recommended to focus on simulations
to test the two different models proposed.

6.3 Peak width analysis of E1 and H1

Coming now to the peak width analysis reported in section 5.3.4, a possible
explanation for the experimental findings shall be discussed. First, the peak
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broadening observed is considered. There are several aspects that can cause a
signal broadening in the DLTS versus temperature representation: (i) some
distribution of activation energies, for instance, due to a band of closely
spaced defect levels, (ii) ”alloy broadening“ effects, i.e., local fluctuations
in material composition, (iii) electric field dependence of the emission rate
or (iv) influence of the capture on the emission process because of a non-
negligibly small transition region between depletion region and neutral bulk,
etc. [86, 87, 88, 89, 91, 92].

The aspect of alloy broadening is discussed first, as one actually deals
with absorber layers consisting of CuInSe2 alloys with gallium. For statis-
tical reasons, one actually expects for an A-B alloy system a dependence
of the peak width on the concentration ratio [A]/([A]+[B]). The maximum
broadening should occur at a ratio of 0.50. As this is obviously not the case
for the data shown in figure 5.15(a) where the normalized peak width shows
no clear dependence on GGI, this explanation can be excluded. However all
other possible mechanisms require a detailed analysis of the defect signals
themselves. An influence of the electric field for instance can be seen from a
shift of the peak maximum or minimum (in the DLTS signal versus tempera-
ture representation) to lower temperatures with increasing height of voltage
pulse as indicated in section 6.2. In case of non-negligible transition region,
i.e., occurrence of capture in the Debye tail, the peak maximum or mini-
mum shifts to higher temperatures with larger amplitude of voltage pulse
as the influence of the capture rate becomes less and therefore the inverse
time constant decreases. A band of defects usually is characterized by a peak
broadening and a shift of the peak maximum or minimum to higher temper-
atures with increasing length of voltage pulse. Usually as a rule of thumb, it
can be said that the higher the activation energy of a defect, the lower is the
capture cross section. Therefore with increasing pulse length more and more
defect levels with higher activation energies contribute to the signal so that
the mean emission rate or activation energy describing this band increases,
too. However the different forms of analysis cannot be performed on the
special signals E1 and H1 because of their exceptional behavior. The origin
of these defect signals has to be clarified to understand the experimental
findings, otherwise an interpretation of the peak broadening determined is
not possible.

As second aspect, the GGI dependence of the activation energies for E1

and H1 are addressed. As can be seen from figure 5.15(b), Ea decreases from
CuInSe2 based samples to those with a gallium content of 0.28. For samples
with GGI equal to 0.50, the activation energies increase again and finally
level off for devices with GGI larger than 0.50. It is interesting to note, that
the decrease in activation energy up to a GGI of 0.28 and the minimum
in activation energies for E1 and H1 correspond to the respective changes in
solar cell efficiencies, which increase up to a gallium content of 0.28 and show
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a maximum at GGI equal to 0.28. This correlation is, however, so far only
a phenomenological result deserving further investigations.
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Conclusions

A systematic study of Cu-chalcopyrite based solar cells covering the whole
indium-gallium alloy range with admittance and deep level transient spec-
troscopy was presented in order to determine the characteristic changes in
defect spectra with varying gallium content. For the mixed absorber com-
positions, i.e., those containing bot, indium and gallium, in principle, the
same deep levels were identified. In CIS and CGS devices, additional deep
traps come into play. Concerning the unwanted breakdown of the open cir-
cuit voltage at GGI ≥ 0.3, no detrimental defect that might be responsible
for this phenomenon was detected. Considering that the capacitance DLTS
measurement technique applied is bulk sensitive, it can be concluded that
bulk defects are not decisive concerning the VOC issue. The ranges of activa-
tion energies for the occurring defect signals were determined, too. However,
due to signal overlap and other influences, the values given are only effective
or apparent numbers.

In the temperature range below 200 K, two defect signals, E1 and H1

that are present for all GGI investigated, are detected. Detailed DLTS vari-
ation measurements like variation of the reverse bias voltage UR or variation
of the height of voltage pulse applied to the device under test, were per-
formed on these signals and revealed remarkable properties: Depending on
the respective measurement parameters applied, either the majority carrier
or the minority carrier defect signal or a combination of both was detected.
These findings could be explained by defect concentration profiles. The de-
fect signals E1 and H1 exhibit remarkably similar trap parameters which
might indicate that they stem from the same defect level. By exclusion of
several straightforward explanations it was demonstrated that an elaborate
ansatz might be necessary to cope with all observations made. Two remain-
ing explanations were presented, the one based on an additional space charge
region at the back contact of the solar cell, the other assuming a large con-
centration of compensating defects that influence the band bending close to
the CdS/CIGS interface and therewith the magnitude of leakage current.
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Moreover, an analysis of the relative peak width for the two trap signals
E1 and H1 was presented, too. In both cases, the peaks are somewhat broad-
ened compared to the theoretical values, but no clear connection between the
peak width and the gallium content is visible. However, the activation en-
ergies of these signals show a GGI dependency: Up to a GGI of 0.28, Ea

decreases and then levels off at a somewhat higher value for the samples
with larger gallium content. A detailed interpretation of the experimental
findings is, however, not possible, until the reason for the exceptional behav-
ior of these defect signals can be determined. Interestingly, the decrease in
activation energy up to a GGI of 0.28 corresponds remarkably well to the
respective increase in solar cell efficiency up to the same gallium content.

For future investigations on the issue of VOC breakdown, one should turn
to interface sensitive measurement techniques as the influence of the bulk
material properties on this issue could be excluded. Concerning electrically
active defects, one might for example use the current or charge DLTS tech-
niques [117, 118, 119]. Clarifying the origin of the defect signals is also an
interesting open question. Here further results might only be achieved by
simulations, so the development of a program that is able to calculate tran-
sient changes in any form is desirable.
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